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Abstract 
In this thesis we examine issues surrounding the development of software that predicts the 

function of biological sequences using sequence similarity. There is a pressing need for high 

throughput software that can annotate protein or DNA sequences with functional information 

due to the exponential growth in sequence data. In Chapter 1 we briefly introduce the 

molecular biology and bioinformatics that is assumed knowledge, and the objectives for the 

research presented here. In Chapter 2 we discuss the development of a method of comparing 

competing designs for software annotators, using precision and recall metrics, and a 

benchmark method referred to as Best BLAST. From this we conclude that data-mining 

approaches may be useful in the development of annotation algorithms, and that any new 

annotator should demonstrate its effectiveness against other approaches before being 

adopted. As any new annotator that utilises sequence similarity to predict the function of a 

sequence will rely on the quality of existing annotations, we examine the error rate of 

existing sequence annotations in Chapter 3. We develop a new method that allows for the 

estimation of annotation error rates. This involves adding annotation errors at known rates to 

a sample of reference sequence annotations that was found to be similar to query sequences. 

The precision at each error rate treatment is determined, and linear regression then used to 

find the error rate at estimated values for the maximum precision possible given assumptions 

concerning the impact of semantic variation on precision. We found that the error rate of 

curated annotations based on sequence similarity (ISS) is far higher than those that use other 

forms of evidence (49% versus 13-18%, respectively). As such we conclude that software 

annotators should avoid basing predictions on ISS annotations where possible. In Chapter 4 

we detail the development of GOSLING, Gene Ontology Similarity Listing using 

Information Graphs, a software annotator with a design based on the principles discovered in 

previous chapters. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by discussing the major findings from the 

research presented. 
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1 

Introduction 

Bioinformatics, the field in which the research presented in this thesis falls within, is 

multidisciplinary, incorporating components of computer science, statistics and molecular 

biology.  However the intended audience for this thesis are computer scientists. For this 

reason the first section of the Introduction aims to present some of the biological terms and 

concepts which are assumed knowledge for later sections. As this material is a review of 

standard introductory molecular biology of the type found in most current 1st year 

university biology textbooks I have avoided citations where possible. I refer computer 

scientists who wish to read a more thorough introduction to molecular biology to Hunter 

(1993). The next section, concerning bioinformatics relevant to this thesis, introduces 

sequence similarity, the BLAST application, sequence annotations, and describes the Gene 

Ontology in detail. The need for software that predicts sequence annotations for new 

sequence data is discussed. In the last section, the specific problems that are addressed in 

this thesis are presented, with a very brief discussion of the material covered in each of the 

subsequent chapters. 

 

Biological Background 

Bioinformatics and Genomics 
Bioinformatics is a relatively new discipline. A formal definition of bioinformatics is still 

controversial, principally because it overlaps the older field of computational biology, and 

each field’s scope is difficult to define. However a fairly safe definition might be that 

bioinformatics is the application of computer and information science to the analysis of 

molecular biological data. Genomics concerns the study of genomes: the complete DNA of 

an organism. Genomic research often involves the use of bioinformatical tools or 

resources. 

DNA: An information encoding molecule 
DNA (deoxyribose nucleic acid) is typically found in cells in a double-stranded helical 

configuration. It consists of a phosphate-sugar backbone, and a base on the interior of a 

double-helix structure. This base may be of four types, adenosine (A), cytosine (C), 

guanine (G), and thymine (T). A consecutive series of bases is referred to as a nucleotide 
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sequence. One strand of the DNA is complementary to the other such that adenosine is 

associated with thymine, and guanine with cytosine. The total number of bases in a 

genome is species-dependent, varying from a few thousand in prokaryotes (bacteria) to 

several billion in eukaryotes (animals, plants, fungi). Specifically, the human genome 

consists of roughly 3.2 billion nucleotides (also referred to as base-pairs or bp).  The 

largest genome characterised so far, approximately 670 billion nucleotides, belongs to 

Amoeba dubia, an amoebae. In eukaryotes only a small percentage of the total is definitely 

considered biologically significant, or coding. 97% of human DNA is considered to be 

non-coding. Non-coding DNA is also biologically significant, however far less is known 

about its importance and the roles that it might play. 

 

The nucleotide sequence of DNA stores genetic information. For instance, the first 100 

coding bases from the huntingtin gene (involved in Huntington’s Disease) is shown below 

(fig 1). It is simply a linear array of nucleotides with one of the four possible bases at each 

position. In some ways it is analogous to a computational system where information is 

stored as a binary sequence, where one of two possible values are at each position, 

however in this case it is a quaternary information storage system. 

 

ttgctgtgtgaggcagaacctgcgggggcaggggcgggctggttccctggccagccattggcagagtccgcaggctaggg

ctgtcaatcatgctggccggcgtggccccgcctccgccgg 

Figure 1. The first 100 coding bases from the gene for Huntington’s Disease. 

 

RNA: Molecular basis of DNA expression 
The information content of DNA is realised via gene expression. The analogous computing 

process would be execution. The ‘central dogma’ of molecular biology states that gene 

expression occurs from DNA to mRNA (messenger ribonucleic acid) and then to protein. It 

is the protein that is the functional unit, having structural (e.g. keratin in fingernails) or 

catalytic properties (i.e. an enzyme, such as RNA polymerase). 

 

Gene expression involves the generation of an RNA molecule from the expressed parts of a 

gene. RNA is very similar to DNA except that it is typically single-stranded, and contains 

uracil (U) instead of thymine (T). The process of transcription involves the creation of an 

mRNA template of a section of DNA. We can consider this mRNA to be a temporary 

messenger that simply serves to transmit the information stored in this section of DNA.  
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A gene may consist of a promoter and regulatory region, may involve multiple interspersed 

coding and non-coding regions (referred to respectively as introns and exons), and finishes 

with a terminator (fig 2). The ends of the deoxyribose backbone of the DNA molecule are 

assymetrical, with both ends having different attachment points of a hydroxyl group to the 

ribose sugar. One strands has a hydroxyl group attached to 5’ (5-prime) carbon and the 

other is attached to the 3’ carbon. This asymmetry is used to define DNA directionality. In 

the case of transcription the DNA is read is from 5’ to 3’. Initially transcription results in 

an mRNA transcript that is the same as the 5’-3’ DNA sequence from promoter to 

terminator, with uracil substituted for thymine. At this point it is referred to as the ‘primary 

transcript’. In eukaryotes there is a stage where introns are spliced from this primary 

mRNA, and they do not contribute to the final mRNA transcript. Prokaryotes do not have 

this splicing stage: they do not have introns. Finally, the mRNA is then capped and tailed 

with nucleotides, and transported to a cellular organelle in the cytoplasm referred to as the 

ribosome.  

 

 

Regulatory  
region 

Promoter 

Introns  

Exons 

Terminator  

 

Figure 2. A diagram of the regions of a typical gene. 

 

Ribosomes are principally involved in translating an mRNA sequence to a sequence of 

amino acids. This process of translation involves reading three nucleotides (referred to as a 

codon) of the mRNA sequence and assigning an amino-acid (via transfer RNAs). There are 

20 amino-acids and 64 (43) combinations of 3 nucleotides, and so there is a fair degree of 

redundancy in the code.  For instance there are 6 alternative codons that specify the amino-

acid leucine. Also there are 3 ‘stop codons’, these signify the end of translation. Ribosomes 

will terminate the growing chain of amino-acids at this point without reading the mRNA 

further. 

 

The region of mRNA that is translated, from start to stop codon, is referred to as the open 

reading frame (ORF). The ORF for a given section of genomic DNA can be determined in 

several ways. Firstly, in most species an ORF begins with a codon corresponding to the 

amino acid methionine and ends with a stop codon. Also, the longest reading frame of the 
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six possible is the one generally used for translation. As a result, even for a segment of 

genomic DNA with unknown directionality, it is typically possible to accurately predict the 

correct ORF from the six possible ORFs. 

 

cDNAs and ESTs: Research constructs  
mRNA sequences are often a focus of study because they encode the transcribed segments 

of the genome (transcriptome), can be used to identify coding DNA sequences, and allow 

for the determination of tissue specific expression. However, RNAs are unstable, being 

broken down readily by enzymes present in the cell. As such, in the laboratory, mRNA is 

first converted to DNA, referred to as copy DNA, or cDNA. Due to the removal of introns 

a cDNA sequence is usually shorter than its corresponding genomic sequence.  

 

cDNA libraries represent the majority of all mRNA sequences produced by the cell type of 

origin. A typical approach to dealing with the very large quantity of mRNAs to be 

sequenced is to do rapid sequencing of the first five hundred or so bases of each cDNA 

insert. These incomplete, rapidly obtained sequences are referred to as expressed sequence 

tags, or ESTs.   

 

 

Figure 3. EST sequence differences due to sequencing from 5’ or 3’ end of a cDNA 
insert. Sequencing from the 5’ end results in sequence starting from the mRNA 
capping region, while sequencing from the 3’ end results in the reverse complement of 
the mRNA starting from the poly A-tail.  

 

Sequencing occurs in the 5’-3’ direction, but because the plasmid consists of double-

stranded DNA, sequencing may occur from either strand (fig 3). One strand corresponds to 

the initial mRNA, the other will be the reverse complement: the sequencing of the former 

results in a 5’ EST, the latter, a 3’ EST.  A 5’ EST may contain the mRNA capping region 

and bases that correspond to the transcript that specifies the protein. A 3’ EST may contain 

a poly-A tail and it is more likely to come from an untranslated region (UTR), that is, it is 

sequence that will not be translated into protein. Mutation of UTR sequences is less 

constrained by natural selection and as such they are prone to rapid random changes. As a 

result they can be used as unique identifiers to find the gene corresponding to an EST. If a 
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sufficiently large population of ESTs is available multiple alignment may be used to 

assemble ESTs into longer fragments. Sometimes it is possible to reconstruct the full-

length mRNA sequence using this approach. However, it should be noted that it is common 

for ESTs to have neither an mRNA capping region nor a poly-A tail. For instance, Bailey 

et al (1998) found that 18% of human-derived ESTs did not have features that could be 

used to determine whether the EST was 5’ or 3’. Such ESTs have unknown directionality. 

As a result reconstructing the full-length mRNA from a sample of ESTs can be 

problematic. 

 

Proteins: Functional, biological molecules 
During the process of translation a chain of amino acids is formed as a growing series. As 

each amino-acid is placed in this chain it interacts with neighbouring amino acids, 

modifying the three-dimensional structure of the chain. The manner in which this three-

dimensional folding occurs is determined by the attraction and repulsion of the constituent 

amino-acids. As such there are many possible ways in which a protein may fold during 

assembly, dependent on its amino acid sequence. 

 

It is this three-dimensional chain of amino acids, or protein, which has biological 

properties. As such, when we are discussing a gene’s function in most cases we are talking 

about the function of its proteins. Some common exceptions are: some sections of DNA, 

such as regulatory regions or recombinators, may have properties related to their sequence 

but are not themselves expressed, some ‘non-coding’ regions do code for mRNA 

transcripts but these transcripts may not be translated, and a section of DNA may have 

biological properties simply because of its size or overall sequence composition. 

 

Sequencing 
Sequencing is the process of reading the bases of a nucleic acid sequence. In brief, this 

method involves the following steps. Firstly a large number of single-stranded copies of 

the nucleotide sequence are generated. Next, these copies are placed in solution containing 

DNA polymerase, and free floating nucleotides (bases), some of which are fluorescently 

marked dideoxynucleotide bases. DNA polymerase begins to build another strand onto the 

single strand copy according to the laws of complementary base pairing. However, 

randomly a dideoxynucleotide base is incorporated into the growing chain of nucleotides. 

Dideoxynucleotides have the effect of preventing further extension of the strand, thereby 
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stopping the growth of the chain of nucleotides at that point. As these nucleotides are also 

fluorescently labelled according to whether they are adenosine cytosine, guanine, or 

thymine (or uracil in the case of RNAs) it is possible to tell the type of base that stopped 

the growth of the strand. These strands are then purified and then separated based on 

length. This allows the size of each strand to be determined. The length of the strand is 

used to find the sequence position of the complement of that base (fig 4). 

 

 

Figure 4. Using nucleotide chain termination to determine the position of nucleotides. 
Complementary single strand sequences are grown in the presence of a small sample 
of a specific dideoxynucleotide. The incorporation of a dideoxynucleotide into a 
growing nucleotide chain terminates extension at that point. The size of these 
terminated chains is then determined, and the length of each corresponds to the 
position of the complementary base to the specific dideoxynucleotide used. In this 
case dideoxynucletide cytosine is used to find the position of each guanine in the 
target sequence. 

 

Of course there are a limited number of dideoxynucleotides present in the solution. This 

results in nuecleotide sequencing being limited to up to six hundred bases in length under 

favourable conditions. If the sequence contains areas of repeated bases, e.g. several 

hundred bases of CCGCCG…CCG, then the amount that can be read will be significantly 

smaller.  In order to sequence large sections of DNA this process must be repeated again 

and again on small overlapping subsequences. After this, a computationally intensive 

process of sequence assembly is employed to allow the relative order and position of each 

subsequence to be determined, and only then can the full sequence composition be read. 
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Gene expression profiling 
Up until now we have discussed how genomic DNA, the DNA that comprises a gene, is 

transcribed into mRNA, which in turn is translated into functional protein. Most genes are 

not constitutively expressed, they turn on and off in response to environmental and cellular 

cues. For this reason, knowing when genes are active and when they are dormant can be 

very useful when attempting to determine their biological function. Microarray 

experiments were designed to determine which genes are expressed under certain 

conditions. Details differ between different specific kinds of microarray, but basically this 

involves using EST ‘probes’ bound to a medium (e.g. a glass slide). Cellular mRNA 

extract is allowed to interact with these probes. The more of a given mRNA present the 

more it interacts with a complementary probe. Because each probe is normally chosen to 

be specific to a single gene, microarray experiments are able to examine the expression of 

thousands of genes simultaneously. 

 

Bioinformatics 

Sequence similarity and BLAST 
Nucleotide and protein sequences are stored in sequence databases. It is a common 

practice, when a biologist obtains a sequence, to want to find whether a similar sequence 

exists to it already, somewhere in the database. A protein sequence may have similar 

biological properties to another protein with a similar sequence, and this similarity may 

allow for the function of the protein to be inferred. Much of the focus of this thesis is in the 

examination of how to effectively use sequence similarity to predict the function of a 

newly discovered sequence. 

 

Sequence similarity to a protein with known function can be used to infer the function of a 

new protein for several reasons. Firstly, when the identity of the two proteins is greater 

than 40% it is likely that both proteins have a similar biological function, and a similar 

general function with a shared sequence identity as low as 25% (Wilson et al, 2000). More 

importantly when two protein sequences are highly similar they also share structural sub-

units, protein domains. These protein domains are often involved in specific biological 

functions. In this case sequence similarity is a very good predictor of functional similarity 

(Galperin and Koonin 1998, Wu et al 2003). Problems emerge when sequences are only 

partially similar. Also protein function can be described at different levels of specificity. 
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High-level descriptions of protein function will require less sequence similarity between 

proteins in order to be conserved, than lower level more specific descriptions. 

 

The similarity of two sequences is commonly determined by pairwise alignment (Durbin et 

al, 1998, pp12). Essentially both sequences are lined up against each other to find areas of 

similarity and difference, and a scoring system is used to indicate the degree of similarity 

between the two sequences. There are two forms of pairwise alignment: global and local. 

Global alignment aligns two sequences along their entire length, while local alignment 

finds regions of similarity between two sequences. 

 

The most commonly used sequence similarity search tool is BLAST (Altschul et al, 1997). 

BLAST, standing for Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, is a heuristic search tool that 

allows for a relatively rapid search of a database of sequences to find similar sequences. 

Sequences are assigned a score that corresponds to the how similar the sequence was to the 

query sequence. 

 

BLAST uses a multi-step search algorithm (Altschul et al, 1990). Firstly, words of the 

query sequence are created with a fixed length. For proteins closely related words are also 

created based on amino acid substitution matrices. Every sequence in the database is then 

scanned to see if it contains a high scoring copy of the query word. If it does, this is region 

is marked as a ‘seed’. In the next step, these seed regions are extended. Sequences are 

selected that have two or more non-overlapping seeds, within a certain distance. The seed 

regions are then extended so that the BLAST score is maximised.  The total BLAST score 

is calculated and used to derive an expect value with the formula: 

 

E = Kmne-λλλλS 

where E is the expect value, K is a correction factor for the search space (size of the 

database), m and n are the lengths of the paired sequences, λ is a scaling factor for 

the scoring system, S is the score given to the match and e is the base of natural 

logarithms.  

 

The expect value is the number of matching sequences we would expect to have this score 

or greater. It is used as an indicator of sequence match significance.  At low values the 

expect value is sometimes considered to be the probability that a sequence is similar by 

chance (Altschul, 1998). Note that the expect value is dependant on the size of the 
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database. As such, an expect value of 1e-5 might be considered significant for small 

databases of the order of thousands of sequences, but would be considered insignificant for 

large online databases that contain millions of sequences. 

 

Sequence annotations 
A biological sequence by itself, whether nucleotide or protein, is largely uninformative to 

the human reader. Sequence databases provide annotations to sequences that provide 

additional information such as who submitted the sequence, publications referring to the 

related gene or protein, a description of important sequence components such as ORFs or 

stop codons or the location of protein domains, and the sequence’s possible functional 

roles. The specific nature of sequence annotations vary from database to database, both in 

format, type, number, and data type. Figure 5 lists an example sequence annotation from 

GenBank (Benson et al, 2005). Annotation records vary not only between databases, but 

also from record to record within a single database, simply because of a lack of data 

collection standards. The given example (fig 5) is a relatively short and concise sequence 

record. Other records are far more verbose and have a great many more fields. This 

inconsistency can present some major problems when one wishes to write software that 

utilise bio-information. 

 

Often sequence data providers annotate records with information concerning the biological 

properties or function of the associated gene or gene product. For instance the sequence 

record shown below (fig 5) contains some information concerning the biological role of the 

sequence in the ‘Features’ section. 

 

Traditionally most bioinformatics systems had their own set of keywords to describe the 

biological functions of gene products. Recently, however, much work has focused on the 

development of ontologies that better capture the domain knowledge relevant to the 

properties of gene products. Ontologies are structured vocabularies of terms, where each 

term is defined, as well as its relationship to other terms (Blake and Harris, 2003). Because 

of this degree of specification, ontologies provide domain knowledge in a computer 

accessible form. The Gene Ontology (GO) aims to provide a structured language of terms 

for the description of the properties of gene products (Clark et al, 2005).
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LOCUS       NP_014840                432 aa            linear   PLN 15-JUN-2006 
DEFINITION  Putative cysteine protease similar to m ammalian caspases, involved 
            in regulation of apoptosis upon hydroge n peroxide treatment; Mca1p 
            [Saccharomyces cerevisiae]. 
ACCESSION   NP_014840 
VERSION     NP_014840.2  GI:99030932 
DBSOURCE    REFSEQ: accession NC_001147.5 
KEYWORDS    . 
SOURCE      Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker's yeast ) 
  ORGANISM  Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
            Eukaryota; Fungi; Ascomycota; Saccharom ycotina; Saccharomycetes; 
            Saccharomycetales; Saccharomycetaceae; Saccharomyces. 
REFERENCE   1  (residues 1 to 432) 
  AUTHORS   Dujon,B., Albermann,K., Aldea,M., Alexa ndraki,D., Ansorge,W., 
            Arino,J., Benes,V., Bohn,C., Bolotin-Fu kuhara,M., Bordonne,R., 
            Boyer,J., Camasses,A., Casamayor,A., Ca sas,C., Cheret,G., 
            Cziepluch,C., Daignan-Fornier,B., Dang, D.V., de Haan,M., Delius,H., 
            Durand,P., Fairhead,C., Feldmann,H., Ga illon,L., Kleine,K. et al. 
  TITLE     The nucleotide sequence of Saccharomyce s cerevisiae chromosome XV 
  JOURNAL   Nature 387 (6632 Suppl), 98-102 (1997) 
   PUBMED   9169874 
REFERENCE   2  (residues 1 to 432) 
  AUTHORS   Goffeau,A., Barrell,B.G., Bussey,H., Da vis,R.W., Dujon,B., 
            Feldmann,H., Galibert,F., Hoheisel,J.D. , Jacq,C., Johnston,M., 
            Louis,E.J., Mewes,H.W., Murakami,Y., Ph ilippsen,P., Tettelin,H. and 
            Oliver,S.G. 
  TITLE     Life with 6000 genes 
  JOURNAL   Science 274 (5287), 546-547 (1996) 
   PUBMED   8849441 
COMMENT     REVIEWED REFSEQ: This record has been c urated by SGD. 
            On May 22, 2006 this sequence version r eplaced gi:6324771. 
            REFSEQ: This reference sequence was pro vided by the Saccharomyces 
            Genome Database (SGD). 
            Method: conceptual translation. 
FEATURES             Location/Qualifiers 
     source          1..432 
                     /organism="Saccharomyces cerev isiae" 
                     /strain="S288C" 
                     /db_xref="taxon:4932" 
                     /chromosome="XV" 
     Protein         1..432 
                     /product="Putative cysteine pr otease similar to mammalian 
                     caspases, involved in regulati on of apoptosis upon 
                     hydrogen peroxide treatment" 
                     /note="Mca1p" 
                     /calculated_mol_wt=47851 
     Region          136..390 
                     /region_name="Peptidase_C14" 
                     /note="Caspase domain" 
                     /db_xref="CDD:40740" 
     CDS             1..432 
                     /gene="MCA1" 
                     /locus_tag="YOR197W" 
                     /coded_by="NC_001147.5:717087. .718385" 
                     /experiment="experimental evid ence, no additional details 
                     recorded" 
                     /go_component="nucleus [pmid 1 2062425]" 
                     /go_function="caspase activity  [pmid 11983181]" 
                     /go_process="apoptosis [pmid 1 1983181]" 
                     /db_xref="SGD:S000005723" 
                     /db_xref="GeneID:854372" 
ORIGIN       
        1 mypgsgryty nnaggnngyq rpmapppnqq ygqqygqq ye qqygqqygqq ndqqfsqqya 
       61 pppgpppmay nrpvypppqf qqeqakaqls ngynnpnv na snmygppqnm slpppqtqti 
      121 qgtdqpyqys qctgrrkali iginyigskn qlrgcind ah nifnfltngy gyssddivil 
      181 tddqndlvrv ptranmiram qwlvkdaqpn dslflhys gh ggqtedldgd eedgmddviy 
      241 pvdfetqgpi iddemhdimv kplqqgvrlt alfdschs gt vldlpytyst kgiikepniw 
      301 kdvgqdglqa aisyatgnra aligslgsif ktvkggmg nn vdrervrqik fsaadvvmls 
      361 gskdnqtsad avedgqntga mshafikvmt lqpqqsyl sl lqnmrkelag kysqkpqlss 
      421 shpidvnlqf im  

Figure 5. Example of sequence annotations from GenBank for a single protein from 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast). 
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GO is not a static dictionary of terms. It is maintained by a group of curators (Gene 

Ontology Consortium, 2000) that add, modify and remove terms in response to feed back 

by biologists. For instance, while the vast bulk of GO terms are applicable to the 

annotation of plant gene products, plant-specific terms have recently been added for floral 

and root development, pollination, photosynthesis and acid metabolism (Clark et al, 2005). 

 

GO actually consists of three independent ontologies named ‘Molecular Function’, 

‘Biological Process’, and ‘Cellular Component’. The ‘Molecular Function’ ontology aims 

to describe the enzymatic and structural activities of gene products, e.g. nuclease. The 

‘Biological Process’ ontology describes the broad biological role or objective of the gene 

product, e.g. mitosis. The ‘Cellular Component’ ontology describes the cellular location 

typically associated with a gene product, e.g. nucleus (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000). 

 

Each ontology contains terms arranged in a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This can be 

considered to be a tree where each child can have more than one parent. Each child term in 

the ontology is considered to be a type of all of its parents. At the time of writing there is a 

total of 20,838 terms in GO (GO Consortium, 2006a), with a maximum DAG depth of 16. 

An example of the structure of GO is given in figure 6. 

 

A gene product may be annotated with zero to many GO terms (nodes in the DAG), and 

may be annotated to any level within any of the component ontologies. Annotations are 

made either manually by a human expert, or computationally by software annotators. 

Every association made between a GO term and a gene product must be attributed to a 

source, and must indicate the evidence supporting the annotation (Gene Ontology 

Consortium, 2000; Blake and Harris, 2003). 

 

GO sequence annotations are valuable to researchers for many reasons. Firstly, GO 

annotations, due to the known relationship between terms and their consistency between 

data sources, allow for greater capacity for analysis by software (Hunter, 2002). One aspect 

of the use of GO for annotation of large data sets is the ability to abstract to higher-level 

terms (Blake and Harris, 2003).  For instance, GO has been used to identify which 

biological processes are over represented among those genes whose expression is altered in 

microarray experiments and to analyse gene function in studies of the evolution of 

duplicated genes (Clark et al, 2005). This often involves grouping the descendants of 

higher-level GO terms. 
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Figure 6. An example of the structure of the Biological Process GO that illustrates a 
small section of the GO directed acyclic graph descended from the term ‘DNA 
metabolism’. 

 
While it cannot be said that GO will allow for databases to be unified (Gene Ontology 

Consortium 2000; Hunter, 2002; Blake and Harris, 2003) the widespread use of GO terms 

for sequence annotations allows for different data sources to be better integrated. 

Researchers can now more easily compare the sequence annotations from different 

resources due to the use of GO as a standard for gene product annotation. 

 

A further use of GO is to give a genomic overview of an organism in terms of the range of 

gene products encoded in the genome (Clark et al, 2005). Figure 7 is an example of a 

graphical summary of the biological functions associated with ESTs of Meloidogyne 

incognita, a nematode worm (McCarter et al, 2003). 
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limited value, however as things stand it is likely that human experts will never annotate 

the vast bulk of sequence data. 

 

Sequence projects often include computational (putative) assignments of molecular 

function based on sequence similarity to annotated genes or sequences. A common tactic is 

to use a computational approach to establish some threshold sequence similarity to a 

previously annotated sequence (Blake and Harris, 2003). By far the most common 

approach, employed by both software and researchers, is to search for similar annotated 

sequences using BLAST, select the most similar sequence that has already been annotated, 

and use the annotations that have been associated with that sequence. Sometimes this may 

involve a review of those annotations to ensure that they are relevant to the sequence at 

hand, other times they are used without review, lock-stock-and-barrel. Here we refer to this 

practice as the ‘Best BLAST approach’. The Best BLAST approach is the default standard 

approach to assigning term annotations to sequences. One would think that with its 

widespread use that its accuracy would be well documented. The truth is, however, that 

very little is known about just how accurate this approach is. 

 

Aims and Objectives 
The primary aim of this thesis is to arrive at a design for a software annotator that can 

predict GO terms for a novel protein sequence. BLAST allows for similar GO annotated 

sequences to be found for any novel protein sequence, providing a large amount of output 

that could be the basis of new approaches to GO term predictions (e.g. Hennig et al 2003, 

Khan et al 2003, Martin et al 2004, Vinayagam et al 2006). It is possible to design a 

software annotator using any number of ad hoc algorithms that treat the data in various 

ways. The important point, one that seems to have been somewhat neglected until lately, is 

that new software annotators should be an improvement on existing methods – making 

more accurate predictions – and provide realistic accuracy benchmarking so that their 

relative effectiveness can be determined by potential users. Chapter 2 examines the use of 

an accuracy benchmarking method in the development of new software annotator 

algorithms. The material in this chapter has been published in a peer-reviewed journal 

(Jones et al, 2005. See Appendix A). At the time that that research was undertaken no 

published account of a software annotator had used the Best BLAST approach as the 

benchmark with which to compare performance. 
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Previously, it was mentioned that an evidence code must be assigned to each GO term 

annotation. For instance, the evidence code assigned to putative assignments made by 

software annotators is IEA, standing for “Inferred by Electronic Annotation”. An important 

reason for requiring an evidence code is so that the end user (whether human or software) 

can use this as an indicator of quality. Most tend to avoid IEA annotations on the basis that 

they are probably the most error prone, being unreviewed. However all other annotations 

are often used without knowledge of how the evidence code corresponds to annotation 

quality. Most of these evidence codes refer to specific laboratory investigations (e.g. 

“Inferred from Mutant Phenotype” or IMP), however the most commonly used is ISS, 

standing for “Inferred from Sequence Similarity”. ISS is used when GO terms are 

predicted based on the GO terms belonging to a similar sequence, most commonly using 

the Best BLAST approach. A number of researchers have pointed out the dangers of 

uncritically using sequence similarity to assign annotations to sequences (Galperin and 

Koonin 1998, Linial 2003, Wu et al 2003).  As a result ISS annotations may well have a 

higher error rate than non-ISS annotations. If this is true it raises the question as to whether 

ISS annotations should also be avoided. Chapter 3 describes research undertaken on this 

problem. We describe the development of a new method of estimating the error rate of GO 

term annotations, and the application of this method to determine the error rate of ISS and 

non-ISS annotations. From this we make conclusions concerning reliability of the data. As 

far as we are aware there is currently no published account of a method of estimating the 

error rate of GO term annotations, or any existing estimates of GO term annotation error 

rates. The material presented in this chapter has been submitted for publication in a peer-

reviewed journal, largely as it has been presented here (Jones et al, 2006. See Appendix 

A). 

 

The conclusions made in chapters 2 and 3 allowed for the design and implementation of a 

new online web-based annotation system that assigns GO terms to protein sequences based 

on BLAST output and GO metadata. The overall aim here is to provide a fast sequence 

annotator that makes predictions with a known accuracy, based on a model derived from 

the annotations of curators, and can outperform Best BLAST. The process by which this 

was developed, and details concerning its design and usage are presented in chapter 4. 

 

Finally, the major conclusions of the research presented in this thesis, and possible future 

directions, are discussed in chapter 5.  
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2 

Automated methods of predicting the function of 

biological sequences using GO and BLAST. 

 

Introduction 

Genomics research is generating enormous quantities of DNA and protein sequence data. 

GenBank, a major repository of genomic data, reports an exponential increase in sequence 

data, in the last 10 years the quantity of data has increased more than two-hundred-fold 

(National Centre for Biotechnology Information, 2006). Sequence data alone is of limited 

use to biologists, being simply a linear array of base or amino acid codes. To make the 

most of the data biologists need to be able to place the sequence within a biological 

context, that is, they require information concerning the biological properties and functions 

that the DNA or protein sequence might be considered to have from an expert’s point of 

view. This has led to the need for software able to conduct high-throughput, accurate 

function prediction. 

 

The creation of the Gene Ontology, GO, has provided a rich resource for describing the 

functional characteristics of sequences (Ashburner et al, 2000). GO is widely used, both in 

the analysis of microarray data and generally in comparative genomics, to abstract above 

the level of sequences to that of function. Essentially GO contains three ontologies, 

describing the biological process, cellular compartment and molecular function properties 

of sequences. Each ontology is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of functional term nodes 

where edges between nodes describe relationships between them. GO is now the defacto-

standard for annotating sequences with functional information. 

 

The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, BLAST, is the most commonly used sequence 

alignment application (Altschul et al, 1997; Madden, 2003). It allows the user to find 

sequences with high degrees of local similarity to query sequences. Furthermore, it 

supports the creation of custom sequence databases. For these reasons BLAST has been 

employed to assign GO terms to novel sequences, the assumption being that GO terms 
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belonging to similar sequences will have a high likelihood of also belonging to the query 

sequence. 

 

BLAST assigns an expect value to each sequence found in the sequence database based on 

a local alignment between that sequence and the input sequence. The expect value is based 

on a score assigned to gapped alignments between sequences, the size of the database, and 

the lengths of both sequences. Expect values less than 0.01 can be considered to be the 

same as the probability that two sequences match purely by chance (Altschul, 2006). 

Therefore the lower the expect value the more significant the match between sequences. 

 

Recently a number of accounts of automated BLAST-based GO term prediction 

applications have been published. GOblet (Hennig et al, 2003; Groth et al, 2004) is a web-

based system allowing users to find GO terms for Gene Ontology Annotation database 

(Camon et al, 2004) curated sequences. GOFigure (Khan et. al, 2003) is also a web-based 

system that uses BLAST to find matching sequences with existing GO term annotations, 

and then constructs a minimum-covering graph of term nodes. Terms are assigned a score 

based on the expect value of the matching sequence to which they were assigned. Parents 

are then assigned scores associated with their child nodes. GOEngine (Xie et. al, 2002) 

utilises a variety of data sources from literature mining to BLAST homolog analysis. In 

addition, data-source oriented function annotation projects utilise BLAST as a way of 

predicting GO terms based on sequence similarity. Such projects include the Gene 

Ontology Annotation Database associated with the European Bioinformatics Institute 

(Camon et al, 2004), NetAffx (Liu et. al, 2003) associated with Affymetrix microarray 

probe-sets, as well as species-specific investigations (McCarter et. al, 2003; Mungall et. al, 

2002).  

 

Most published accounts of automated approaches to BLAST-based GO term prediction 

have demonstrated their accuracy using ad hoc methods following implementation. It is 

our aim to demonstrate how well planned accuracy benchmarking can be used in a 

decision-making process evaluating competing designs – a useful first step towards 

producing a high accuracy biological function predictor. Furthermore, because of the fact 

that terms are united by an ontology, some researchers (Khan et. al, 2003; Xie et. al, 2002) 

have allowed terms within a given number of edges to be counted as correct. As our 

approach is heavily dependent on precision and recall measures, we examine the impact of 
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increasing the allowed distance between correct and predicted term nodes on the reliability 

of these measures.  

 

Methods 

Data collection and preparation 
The March 2004 Gene Ontology data (GO Consortium, 2004a) was downloaded and 

imported into a MySQL database. This data consists of both protein sequence data and 

their GO term associations. Only proteins and their GO term associations were included in 

this study if term annotations were made manually, i.e. did not have the GO evidence code 

(GO Consortium, 2004b) of inferred from sequence similarity or ISS. 

 

The resulting “manually curated” protein term associations were broken into two distinct 

groups: 

UniProt (Apweiler et. al, 2004) annotations: proteins and their GO term 

associations that were submitted by UniProt. This data, consisting of 7,071 proteins 

with high quality annotations, was referred to as the ‘training set’. 

 

Non UniProt annotations: proteins and their GO term associations that were 

submitted by FlyBase, Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI), Sanger GeneDB, 

Saccharomyces Genome Database, and The Institute for Genome Research (TIGR). 

This data was referred to as the ‘test set’. It consists of 19,965 annotated proteins, 

and can be assumed to have greater variation in annotation quality. 

  

This data provided us with a set of known ‘correct’ annotations for proteins, and was used 

to assess the effectiveness of various ‘annotation methods’. Generally speaking non-data-

mining approaches used the ‘training set’ to assess their annotation accuracy, while data-

mining approaches used the ‘training set’ for model creation, and the ‘test set’ for model 

assessment. 

 

Two BLAST-able databases were created using NCBI-BLAST’s formatdb command, one 

for the training set and one for test set. Also, all protein sequences were written to 

individual fasta format text files to allow for BLAST searches where they were the query 

sequence. 
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Accuracy metrics 
We modified definitions of precision and recall measures to be applicable to assessing the 

accuracy of term assignment predictions. Given that a protein sequence has a set of correct 

term associations, and that an annotation method will provide a set of predicted term 

associations, precision and recall were defined here as: 

 

 

where precision (P) is the proportion of correct predicted term assignments (c) of 

the total number of predicted assignments (p), i.e. a measure of the accuracy of 

predicted terms. 

 

 

and recall (R) is the proportion of correct predicted term assignments (c) of the total 

number of correct terms (t), i.e. a measure of how many of the possible correct 

terms were returned by the method. 

 

Furthermore, similar to Karaos et al (2004) we have adopted the harmonic mean of the 

precision and recall as an overall accuracy measure.  This can be defined as: 

 

 

 

where H is the harmonic mean of precision and recall for a predicted term 

assignment. 

 

To examine the definition of ‘a correct term’ we modified the allowed edge distance 

between a predicted term and a curator-assigned term to assess the overall impact on 

accuracy scores. All UniProt submitted proteins were assigned a number of terms 

randomly equal to the number that had been assigned by curators. A ‘correct term 

assignment’ was defined as being when a predicted term id was within an ‘allowed edge-

distance’ to the curator-assigned term id. The allowed edge distance between these terms 

was increased from equality (0) to 4, and the recall and precision calculated. This analysis 

demonstrated that increasing the allowed edge distance between a predicted and a curator-

assigned term when deciding on which predicted terms were correct would grossly 
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increase the perceived accuracy of annotation methods. For this reason all accuracy metrics 

used here required that the predicted term id and curator-assigned term id had to be equal if 

the predicted association was to be considered correct. 

Annotation methods 
BLAST was used to find matching proteins between the training and test sets. Two 

BLAST output datasets were generated: the output of matching training-set proteins to test-

set proteins with an expect value cut-off of 1e-10, and the reciprocal search (test against 

training set). The command line used per query (or input) protein was similar to:   

 

 ./blastall -p blastp -d blastable_db_proteins -i q uery-sequence -o output_file -e 1e-10 

 

Several automated annotation methods were developed using a variety of approaches to 

assign terms based on BLAST output. We assigned these methods the following 

descriptive names based on how terms were assigned: Best BLAST, Covering Graph, 

Term Distance Concordance, and Discriminant Function. All methods used as input the 

best five BLAST-matched proteins, based on descending order of expect value, and 

returned a set of predicted terms, for a query-protein. Initially, work utilised all BLAST-

matched proteins, but subsequent testing of these annotation methods showed that using 

greater than five did not result in further increases in annotation accuracy. Annotation 

methods were then compared using precision, recall and their harmonic mean to determine 

the most accurate method of automatically annotating protein sequences with GO terms.  

Best BLAST method 
The best matching protein sequence returned by BLAST for each input protein was 

selected, and the terms assigned to it by curators were then assigned as predicted terms for 

the input protein. This method is treated as the benchmark against which other methods 

listed below are compared. 

Covering Graph method 
The aim of the ‘Covering Graph’ annotation method is to make GO term predictions 

utilising the structure of the GO DAG, so that common ancestors of terms associated with 

matching proteins may be able to be predicted for query proteins (see Khan et al 2003). 

This was done in the following way. The terms assigned by curators to BLAST-matched 

proteins for a query protein were pooled. These were then broken into groups based on 

term ontologies (i.e. biological process, cellular location, or molecular function). For the 

terms within an ontology the GO directed-acyclic-graph was examined to find the closest 
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common-ancestor term. The paths from this term to all curator-assigned terms then defined 

the covering graph. All of the terms along paths within the covering graph, including the 

common-ancestor term and curator-assigned terms, were then assigned a ‘concordance 

score’. This score was defined in such a way as to assign higher scores to terms that are 

related to a greater number of curator-assigned terms. To find this, each curator-assigned 

term was given a concordance score based on the expect value, and the number of times 

the term was associated with the best five matching proteins. This concordance score was 

then assigned to the term’s ancestors recursively upwards in the covering graph, i.e. from 

the curator assigned term, then assigned to their ancestors along the covering graph, 

stopping when the common ancestor term is reached. A variety of methods were examined 

in terms of using this score to select a small number of terms. These included simply 

selecting the ten best scoring terms, selecting all terms with a score > 0.1, and using the 

Term Covariance Filter (see below). We also examined the issue of whether a maximal 

score cut-off could be employed to increase the accuracy of the approach. We did this by 

declaring a cut-off threshold value, where terms with a concordance score greater than this 

were excluded, and finding the accuracy score given to annotations where this was varied.  

 
A brief summary of the covering graph algorithm is given below: 

For each sequence 
   SELECT best 5 matching sequences from results da tabase 
   For each term belonging to matching-sequences 
      Term concordance-score = descending rank of e xpect value +    
      number of times term found in BLAST output fo r this sequence. 
   End for 
   Construct list of unique terms from matching-seq uence 
   Assign matching-terms to ontology 
   For each ontology 
      /*Covering graph construction*/ 
      Find closest-common-ancestor-term 
      Find all paths from ancestor term to matching  terms 
      Add all terms along these paths to analysis 
      /*Term-score assignment*/ 
      For each matching-term 
         While matching-term has ancestors on path to closest-common-    
         ancestor-term 
            Assign matching-term concordance score to ancestor 
         End while 
      End for 
   End for 
End for  

Term Distance Concordance method 
The ‘Term Distance Concordance’ method aims to make predictions based on how close 

terms are together (based on edge distance) in the GO DAG. Terms associated with 

matched proteins that are close to a number of other such terms are assigned higher scores, 

and this is taken as a measure of prediction accuracy. The procedure for doing this follows. 
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The terms assigned by curators to BLAST-matched proteins for a query protein were 

pooled. We then defined ‘term distance’ to be the number of edges present in the shortest 

possible path between two terms. A matrix of term distances was calculated. The matrix 

comprised of essentially a table showing the distance of each term to every other term 

assigned by curators. Terms were assigned scores by calculating the sum of the product of 

the inverse log of the ascending expect value rank of the BLAST match and the maximum 

term depth divided by the distance between terms. In cases where terms were associated 

with more than one BLAST-matched sequence the highest ranking match was used for this 

calculation. Terms were selected for annotation by either selecting the 10 best ranking 

terms or using the Term Covariance Filter.  

 
A brief summary of the Term Distance Concordance method algorithm is given below in 

pseudo code form: 

 
For each sequence 
   SELECT best 5 matching sequences from results da tabase 
   For each term belonging to matching-sequences 
      Construct matrix to all other terms in the sa me ontology where    
      value is the distance between terms. 
      For each term in term-matrix 
         Concordance score = inverse log ((ascendin g expect value  
         rank) x (ontology tree depth /distance to matching-term) 
      End for  
   End for 
End for 
 

Where ‘ontology tree depth’ is the distance from the root to the leaves for a given 

ontology. 

Discriminant Function method 
The last two methods involved using the GO DAG to infer new predictions. To explore a 

different approach we adopted the data mining method known as discriminant analysis 

(Flury and Riedwyl, 1988) to create a model that could be used for term prediction. Term 

and result data obtained from the first five BLAST results for each query sequence were 

examined. Result and term data were incorporated. Results were ranked in descending 

order of expectation value. Duplicate terms were excluded but contributed to a count of the 

number of times the term appeared among the results (term-result count). Attributes 

included were term-result count, term depth, term usage frequency (the number of 

annotations using the term), the ascending rank value of the highest matching result the 

term was found in, BLAST score (bits) and expectation value. Two-fold cross-validation 

was undertaken, i.e. the data was broken into 2 groups with models built on one group and 

tested on the other and vice-versa. Box’s M test (Flury and Riedwyl, 1988) for 
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homogeneity of covariance measures was significant. Box’s M test is prone to being over 

sensitive for large sample sizes (N =~16000). Log determinants were low and all attributes 

had high tolerance scores, indicating that covariance assumptions were not violated. 

Stepwise analysis indicated that all attributes were significant. Models of both training sets 

were significant and had highly similar discriminant functions and structure matrices, and 

high cross-validation accuracies (78.9% and 79.3% respectively). Due to the similarity of 

both models, test and training sets were combined to create an average model. This had a 

post hoc accuracy of 79.1%, a true negative rate of 94% and a true positive rate of 60%. 

The canonical discriminant function coefficients were used to score potential term 

associations for query sequences. Essentially terms associated with the first five BLAST 

matching proteins were assigned a discriminant function score. As there were only two 

classes to distinguish between (either a correct or incorrect prediction) those potential term 

associations with greater than a cut-off score (that being the Mahalanobis distance midway 

between the correct and incorrect points) were assigned to the sequence. 

Term Covariance Filter 
The Covering Graph and Term Distance Concordance annotation scoring methods outlined 

above have no intrinsic capacity to assign terms to protein sequences. They simply assign a 

score to potential term assignments that it is hoped corresponds to an increased probability 

that that potential term assignment is correct. Approaches to automatically assigning 

predicted terms to sequences were examined that utilise the scores output by these 

methods. As outlined above a simple method was to assign a maximum of the highest 

scoring ten terms to a sequence. Ten was found to be the most accurate number to assign 

based on the harmonic mean of the precision and recall (data not shown). A statistical 

approach was also examined that used a chi-square based decision-making algorithm, that 

we called the Term Covariance Filter. All terms returned by a scoring method were broken 

into groups based on ontology. All possible combinations of five or less terms were created 

in descending order of the sum of the scores given to their composite terms. A combination 

was checked against the database of term annotations to find the observed number of 

instances that this combination of terms had been assigned to protein sequences by curators 

(i.e. all term annotations that did not have an ISS evidence code). If the observed number 

was greater than five, then the chi-square test statistic was calculated.  
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The chi-square test statistic was defined as: 

 

 

Where X2 is the chi-square test statistic, o is the observed number of instances for a 

term combination, and e is the expected number of instances of this term 

combination, calculated as the product of the proportion of the total number of 

annotations for each term. If the chi-square test statistic was greater than the critical 

value (3.84), then the term combination was accepted as valid. Otherwise the next 

combination was examined, until only combinations consisting of a single term 

remained. When that occurred the best scoring term was selected. 

 

A summary of the Term Covariance Filter algorithm is given below in pseudo code form: 

 

Assign terms to ontologies 

For each ontology with number of terms > 0 
   If number of terms == 1 
      Assign this term to sequence 
   Else 
      Do 
         Construct array of permuted term-combinati ons where elements   
         are ordered in descending order of combina tion size and sum   
         of annotations, and where the maximum size  of a term- 
         combination is 5. 
               
         observed = number of occurrences where ter m-combination[i]    
         terms were all assigned to a single sequen ce 
      
         While observed number < 5 
            Drop lowest scoring term based on assig nment method 
                      
            observed = number of occurrences where term- 
            combination[i] terms were all assigned to a single    
            sequence 
 
         End while 

 
   expected = ((n 1/max)*(n 2/max)... *(n n/max)) * max [where max   
   is the total number of term observations for tha t ontology] 

 
         chi-square  test statistic = (observed-expected) 2/expected 
      While test statistic < chi-square critical va lue AND terms > 1 
 
      Assign these terms to sequence 
   End If 
End for  
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Results 

Impact of distance on accuracy 
The precision and recall measures for term assignments made by the random term assigner 

at different permitted distances between the predicted and correct term for a sequence were 

calculated. Table 1 illustrates that increasing the allowed distance between predicted and 

correct term results in an exponential increase in recall and precision measures, with recall 

more sensitive to this than precision. The relative impact on harmonic mean is the 

harmonic mean at a given distance divided by the harmonic mean at distance 0. The effect 

on the harmonic mean of the accuracy of increasing the allowed distance to 1 is to increase 

the accuracy value 3-fold. As a result of this all accuracy measures described in this paper 

use a permitted distance between predicted and correct term nodes of 0. 

 

Table 1. Impact on accuracy estimates of varying allowed distance 
between predicted and curator-assigned terms. 

Distance Relative Impact 
on Harmonic 

Mean 
0 0.00 
1 3.08 
2 10.32 
3 40.65 
4 97.06 

 

Accuracy of using BLAST results for term annotation 
Figure 8 demonstrates the impact on accuracy measures of increasing the number of 

BLAST results used for term assignment for 4,710 UniProt query sequences. Essentially as 

the number of BLAST results is increased the recall increases and the precision decreases. 

The overall impact on the harmonic mean is a slight decrease. As the number of results 

used increases so does the average number of term associations per query sequence (data 

not shown). 
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Figure 8. Prediction accuracy based on terms associated with a given number of best 
matching BLAST results. 

 

Accuracy of term assignment approaches 
No combination of approaches using the Covering Graph method had a better overall 

harmonic mean than the Best BLAST method. Indeed the only case where any accuracy 

metric is higher than that of the Best BLAST method is the recall when term assignments 

are based on covering graph normalised concordance scores >0.1. However, this increase 

in recall, and respective drop in precision, was due to this method assigning approximately 

four times as many terms as the Best BLAST method. 

 

The Term Distance Concordance method had a greater precision in all cases than the 

Covering Graph method. Where Term Covariance Filter selection was used, recall was 

higher than all Covering Graph annotation approaches except where assignment was made 

where terms had >0.1 normalised concordance. In the case of Term Distance Concordance 

annotations using the ten highest scoring terms, recall was higher than any Covering Graph 

approach. Term Covariance Filter selection increased the precision of the Term Distance 

Concordance method slightly while decreasing the recall by more than double this 

difference. 
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The Discriminant Function method had the best overall performance with a higher 

precision than all other methods including the Best BLAST method, and a recall 

comparable to the best recall of any other method shown. The training set was the UniProt 

data set used by all other methods. Compared to the other methods used, the Discriminant 

Function method assigned terms to less than half the total number of query sequences and 

assigned the least number of terms to those that it did assign terms to. This is because in 

many cases a query sequence had no potential term associations that had a discriminant 

function score greater than the cut-off. This results in a highly conservative pattern of term 

prediction. 

 
 

Discussion  

Many approaches to GO term prediction utilise BLAST in some way. This might involve 

using LocusLink entries returned by online BLAST output to identify existing GO term 

annotations (Pruitt and Maglotl, 2001). It is also common practice for researchers to use 

enzyme commission (EC) numbers to search for GO terms in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of 

Genes and Genomes database (McCarter et. al, 2003). Furthermore, several recently 

published accounts of annotators (Hennig et al, 2003; Khan et. al, 2003) utilise the GO 

database and BLAST to find matching sequences with existing GO term annotations. 

 

Bearing in mind that there are a great many different ways of creating a sequence function 

predictor based on GO and BLAST, it becomes important to demonstrate that the new 

system is more accurate than those already in use. Perhaps the default system of choice for 

use by researchers is to simply select the best matching sequence returned by BLAST that 

also has a GO term annotation. The advantages of this approach are speed and simplicity, 

biological merit in assigning function based on sequence, and that it mirrors patterns of 

term assignment from other existing annotations. In order to demonstrate their usefulness 

new approaches to assigning GO terms based on BLAST output should be benchmarked 

against this default approach. Unfortunately as far as the authors are aware, no other 

published accounts of function annotators have compared their effectiveness against 

simply assigning terms associated with the best matching BLAST sequence. 

 

Annotation systems routinely address accuracy issues in an indirect or incomplete manner 

often using small, handpicked samples and do not demonstrate accuracy relative to 
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techniques commonly employed by biologists. A common feature of the ad hoc manner in 

which accuracy has been described for some annotation systems is to increase the 

permitted distance between predicted and correct terms allowed before a term assignment 

is declared incorrect. For instance, both GOFigure (Khan et al, 2003) and GOEngine (Xie 

et al, 2002) allowed a distance of 1 between predicted and correct terms. Table 1 shows the 

overall impact of increasing the permitted distance between predicted and correct terms on 

accuracy measures for a very bad annotation method (random term assignment). At a 

permitted distance of 1 the precision, recall and harmonic mean are around 3 times as high 

as an estimate based on simple term matching. As such, accuracy estimates that do not use 

exact matching must be viewed sceptically. All accuracy measures used here require exact 

matching between terms (i.e. distance permitted is zero). 

 

We have evaluated the accuracy of the defacto standard approach of assigning GO terms to 

a novel sequence based on sequence similarity to another sequence, and used this to 

benchmark new approaches to GO term prediction. In doing this we found that using GO 

terms associated with the best matching BLAST sequence for function prediction is a very 

effective method in and of itself. This approach is more accurate in terms of precision and 

recall than most of the various methods implemented here (Table 2). Furthermore, by 

simply increasing the number of results used the recall can be increased but with a 

decrease in precision.  

  

Table 2. Accuracies of BLAST-based automated GO term predictors. 

Method Precision Recall Harmonic 
Mean 

Mean Term 
Assignments 

N 

Best BLAST 0.41 0.56 0.48 3.9 4,710 
Covering Graph      

Ten highest scoring terms 0.20 0.48 0.28 7.7 4,710 
Terms with >0.1 normalised concordance 0.19 0.61 0.29 16.1 4,710 
Terms with >0.1 and <0.2 normalised 

concordance 0.09 0.10 0.09 2.7 4,710 
Terms with >0.1 and <0.9 normalised 

concordance 0.11 0.29 0.16 7.0 4,710 
Term Covariance Filter selection 0.24 0.35 0.28 3.4 4,710 

Term Distance Concordance      
Ten highest scoring terms 0.33 0.63 0.43 6.3 4,710 
Term Covariance Filter selection 0.36 0.51 0.42 3.9 4,710 

Discriminant Function      
Training set (post hoc) 0.70 0.59 0.64 2.4 2,070 
Test set (apriori) 0.61 0.51 0.55 2.0 10,689 
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Precision and recall are inextricably associated by the error rate associated with a new term 

association. It is a well-known property of information retrieval systems that as the recall 

increases the precision will decrease. Term annotation methods will have a precision and 

recall based on the error rate associated with assigning each new term. The probability of 

mistakenly assigning a term when it is actually incorrect to do so (false positive rate) will 

determine the precision, while the probability of rejecting a correct term association (false 

negative rate) will determine the recall. The challenge of developing BLAST-based GO 

annotation methods then becomes that of constructing an approach that has a lower false 

negative and false positive rate than simply choosing terms associated with the best 

BLAST result.  

 

The Covering Graph method was able to associate terms to sequences even though these 

terms were not directly associated with matching BLAST sequences by making the 

assumption that ancestral terms (i.e. parent nodes to terms in the GO directed acyclic 

graph) could be assigned a score based on children associated with BLAST result 

sequences. Unfortunately the precision of this approach is generally very low, indicating a 

high false negative rate. In some instances its recall is higher than that of the Best BLAST 

method but this is achieved by increasing the average number of term associations per 

query sequence, and as such, the precision is very low. Note that in the case where the 

Covering Graph method has its highest recall (0.61), the same recall could be obtained by 

simply selecting terms associated with the first two best matching BLAST results with a 

much higher precision (precision 0.36, recall 0.61). 

 

GoFigure (Khan et. al, 2003) utilises a minimum covering graph approach to BLAST 

based GO term annotation. The researchers state that a significant problem in the use of a 

minimum covering graph approach is that as the tree is traversed upwards ancestors 

accumulate a higher score such that the root node (closest common ancestor) will have the 

highest score in all cases. To counteract this effect they employ a maximal cut-off to scores 

where terms with greater than this value are not included. We examined the utility of using 

a maximal cut-off to see whether this improved the precision and recall of term 

assignments. The Covering Graph method term assignments using a cut-off of 0.2 

normalised concordance had a far lower precision and recall than where a cut-off of 0.9 

normalised concordance was used, and this had a lower precision and recall than where no 

cut-off was used (i.e. a cut-off of >=1.0). The reason for this is that when assigning 

proteins manual curators tended to prefer terms higher in the GO term hierarchy, i.e. closer 
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to the root node. Utilising a cut-off threshold means that these terms are more likely to be 

omitted. 

 

The Term Distance Concordance method is a term annotation system based on finding a 

concordance among BLAST results for GO terms. This is achieved by constructing a 

matrix of term-by-term distances (the number of edges between two terms). The highest 

scoring terms will have the largest number of siblings, ancestors and descendants in the set 

of terms associated with the best 5 BLAST results. Each term instance is assigned a score 

based on its total relatedness to other terms and the BLAST result in which it was found. 

As such the system is based on a number of assumptions: terms associated with better 

matching sequences, that appear in multiple results and have a smaller total tree distance to 

other terms associated with BLAST results are more likely to be correct. On face value 

these assumptions appear to be fairly safe, however the overall accuracy of the Term 

Distance Concordance method is slightly below that of simply selecting terms associated 

with the best BLAST result. Selecting up to the best 10 ranked terms for this approach 

does yield a better recall, but with a slightly poorer precision, due to annotating more terms 

to a sequence on average. 

 

The Term Covariance Filter was applied to both the Covering Graph method and the Term 

Distance Concordance method. The advantage of this approach is that it can be applied to 

any BLAST-based GO term annotation scoring system, assigning the largest permuted 

combination of terms for a single ontology that were used by manual curators. As might be 

expected the overall impact of this method of selecting terms for sequences is to increase 

the precision by exclusion of poor term combinations while decreasing recall. In the two 

cases that this is applied the precision increases and recall decreases relative to simply 

choosing the best 10 terms. Overall the harmonic mean remains the same. As such an 

approach like this may be useful in cases where precision needs to be increased at the 

expense of recall. 

 

The Discriminant Function method essentially assigns potential term associations a score 

based on a linear model of correct versus incorrect term assignments. It is a simple and 

easily extendible approach to utilising BLAST data for term assignment. The accuracy of 

the approach as demonstrated on the UniProt dataset is well in excess of that produced by 

the selecting terms associated with the best BLAST result. However this data was used as 

the training set for model fitting and as such any accuracy measures will be overestimates 
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of that found when applied post hoc. A better estimate of model accuracy is obtained by 

applying the Discriminant Function method to annotate terms for all non-UniProt 

sequences matched against UniProt sequences using BLAST. Simply utilising the Best 

BLAST method for this data (recall 0.56, precision 0.41, harmonic mean 0.48) led to 

accuracy measures less than the Discriminant Function method (recall 0.55, precision 0.52, 

harmonic mean 0.54). Furthermore, the Discriminant Function method is far more concise 

than other methods, selecting fewer terms for each sequence that any other method, e.g. the 

Discriminant Function method selected nearly half as many terms for sequences than did 

the Best BLAST approach. This fact may make it invaluable to curators as a first step in a 

wide scale annotation project. 

 

Conclusion  

There are a great many possible approaches to the design of systems of GO term 

assignment based on BLAST output, however, new approaches need to be adequately 

benchmarked to demonstrate their effectiveness. We have shown that an approach of 

simply selecting GO terms associated with the first returned BLAST matching sequence is 

a fairly accurate way of predicting functions for novel sequences. As such new approaches 

need to demonstrate that they are at least able to out perform this default approach. At the 

time of writing, most published accounts of functional annotators tend to provide overly 

generous accounts of their accuracies. To facilitate rapid developments in this area 

common benchmarking protocols would be useful. 

 

We examined three approaches to GO term assignment based on BLAST output. The 

Covering Graph approach was able to infer associations between sequences and GO terms 

even though they were not directly associated with matching sequences. Unfortunately this 

approach has the fundamental problem where higher-level terms will always have higher 

scores, are more likely to be correct than lower terms, but the capacity to differentiate 

between correct and incorrect high level terms is lost. Maximal thresholds, where terms 

with a score greater than a given value are not used for annotations, are not a solution as 

they tend to decrease the accuracy of the system. 

 

The system preferring terms with closely related terms in higher ranked results, the Term 

Distance Concordance method, performed reasonably well, with accuracy measures 

comparable to selecting terms associated with the best BLAST result. However the 
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approach is computationally intensive while the Best BLAST method is not. This system is 

probably not worth using in its current form. 

 

A scoring system arising from discriminant analysis, the Discriminant Function method, 

had a higher accuracy then all methods shown here. In particular its precision was far 

higher than the Best BLAST method. Annotations were conservative and of high quality, 

and as such, this system may be of use to curators undertaking large annotation projects. 

This approach will be further investigated with the aim of producing a high accuracy 

automated functional annotation system. 

 

In conclusion we found that accuracy benchmarking is an absolute requirement in 

appropriately assessing the suitability of the design of BLAST-based GO term annotators. 

Of the various approaches examined, a simple data-mining-oriented application is able to 

provide high quality, conservative functional predictions for novel sequences. To ensure 

that biological function annotators are of high quality, we recommend that developers 

utilise accuracy benchmarking and data mining techniques where possible. Future work 

will focus on using data mining techniques to incorporate a range of data sources to see if 

this increases the accuracy of function prediction. 
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3 

Estimating the Annotation Error Rate of Curated GO 

Database Sequence Annotations 

 

Introduction 

It is a commonly held view that curated sequence annotations are of better quality than 

automated annotations, however, the error rate of curated annotations can be significant. 

Estimates of the error rate of curated bacterial genome sequence protein and gene-name 

annotations lie between 6.8% and 8% (Brenner 1999, Green and Karp 2005). The error rate 

of curated eukaryotic sequence annotations is far higher. Artamonova et al (2005) 

examined the error rate of SwissProt (now UniProt) database annotations, consisting of 

five distinct types of annotation entries, and found an error rate of between 33% and 43%. 

As this database is widely considered to have a very high standard of curation, we might 

infer that other sequence databases have at least this annotation error rate, if not higher. 

 

The quality of existing sequence annotations impacts on the quality of future sequence 

annotations through the commonly used practice of basing sequence annotations on 

sequence similarity. Errors in the use of sequence similarity based annotation strategies 

have been implicated in a number of commonly described annotation errors (Galperin and 

Koonin 1998, Linial 2003, Wu et al 2003). A common error is to put far too much 

emphasis on the importance of the best matching sequence, and not to review the 

significance of the match. Often this leads to false annotations due to a failure to recognise 

significant differences in protein domains (Galperin and Koonin 1998, Wu et al 2003) or 

ORFs (Linial 2003). Overall, problems such as this lead to an increase in error rates of 5%-

40% in annotations based on sequence similarity to previously annotated proteins (Devos 

and Valencia 2001). 

 

There has been some discussion in the literature pin-pointing the importance of annotation 

error propagation (Galperin and Koonin 1998, Gilks et al, 2002). Errors made by curators 

during the initial annotation of sequences can result in the generation of more errors in 
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other data sources owing to the widespread use of sequence similarity-based annotation 

methods. For instance, misannotation of proteins to IMP dehydrogenase was found to 

propagate from the PIR-PSD database to SwissProt/TrEMBL, GenBank, and RefSeq (Wu 

et al 2003). The initial misannotation was caused by an error made while inferring the 

protein’s name based on sequence similarity. In some cases where IMP dehydrogenase was 

erroneously assigned to sequences, the IMPDH domain was missing, whereas the CBS 

domains commonly found in IMP dehydrogenases were present (Wu et al 2003). 

Corrections to errors such as these may never occur. Meanwhile, new annotations may be 

based on erroneous annotations, and these in turn may have been based on erroneous 

annotations, and so on. Such ‘chains of misannotation’ (Gilks et al, 2002) can lead to the 

progressive increase in annotation error rates. 

 

Sequence annotation data generated by numerous projects has been submitted to the Gene 

Ontology (GO) Consortium and is available for download in various database releases (GO 

Consortium, 2006b.). A common use of this data source is to predict the function of novel 

proteins by using BLAST to find similar annotated sequences present in the database. This 

may be done by a biologist to find candidate GO terms for a sequence, or automatically by 

a growing body of electronic annotators (Xie et al 2002, Khan et al 2003, Groth et al 2004, 

Martin et al 2004, Jones et al 2005, Vinayagam et al 2006). The reliability of such 

inductive reasoning is determined by the correctness of the original sequence annotations. 

If the error rate of the source annotations is high then we would expect that annotation 

predictions based on them would be at least as high or higher. The current widespread use 

of sequence similarity based annotation methods simply assumes that input sequence 

annotations are correct. Without an understanding of the error rate of GO sequence 

database annotations it is not possible to assess the validity of making new sequence 

annotations based on evidence from existing sequence annotations. 

 

In comparison to other forms of annotation, such as gene or protein name annotations, GO 

terms are used to describe the biological context of sequences. Indeed, GO term annotation 

has become the standard method by which functional information is attributed to sequence 

data. As far as the authors are aware, at the time of writing there is no published account 

systematically examining the error rate of curated GO term annotations. However, case-

studies (Galperin and Koonin 1998, Devos and Valencia 2001, Linial 2003, Wu et al 2003) 

and mathematical models (Gilks et al, 2002) have shown that using sequence similarity to 

infer a new annotation is likely to be error prone. As each sequence annotation in the GO 
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database has an evidence code, we can determine the impact of using sequence similarity 

based annotation on the error rate of curated sequence annotations directly. 

 

As such the aims of this study are to a) develop an approach to estimating the error rate of 

GO term annotations, b) use this method to estimate the error rate of GO term sequence 

annotations submitted to the GOSeqLite database, c) and determine the impact, if any, of 

using sequence similarity based annotation methods on the error rate of annotations. 

 

Method 

The GOSeqLite database (revision 3rd March 2006) was downloaded from the GO 

Consortium site (GO Consortium, 2006c), and imported into a MySQL database 

(www.mysql.com). The database architecture is such that sequence annotation data are 

normalised, a single sequence record can have many associations (a GO term annotation), 

and each association has a related evidence record. This evidence record can be used to 

determine the basis on which the annotation was made. For instance, annotations that were 

based on sequence similarity to a previously annotated sequence are given the evidence 

code “ISS” (Inferred by Sequence Similarity). 

 

If we were to select two sequences and their associated GO term annotations at random 

there are two broad reasons why their term annotations would differ. Firstly, two 

sequences may differ in their biological context, and differences in their GO term 

annotations reflect this. We will refer to this biologically relevant variation as ‘semantic 

variation’. Secondly, annotations between two sequences may differ due to annotation 

errors. Such errors may be missing or incorrect GO term annotations. Owing to the fact 

that GO terms are related to each other via a directed acyclic graph, incorrect term 

annotations may be under-specialised (i.e. an ancestor) or over-specialised (a descendant) 

or be not directly related to the correct GO term that should have been present. This second 

form of variation we are referring to here as ‘error variation’. 

 

Instead of two sequences chosen at random, consider the case where we have a sequence, 

referred to as a ‘query sequence’, that is used in a sequence similarity search to find similar 

sequences against a reference set of sequences (‘reference sequences’). Such a search 

might result in a large number of sequence matches between the query sequence and 

reference sequences. For each such sequence match it is possible to assign a precision to 
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their matching annotations. If we consider that GO terms associated with the matching 

reference sequences are being used to predict the GO terms assigned to the query 

sequence, then the precision of the sequence match is: 

 

 

where P is the precision of the sequence annotation,  nm is the number of query and 

reference sequence GO terms that matched, and na  is the number of GO terms that 

the reference sequence is annotated with in the database. 

 

The precision of the annotations from any sequence match is determined by the semantic 

variation and error variation. For this reason, if the impact of the semantic variation can be 

controlled, the annotation error rate can be estimated by using a two-step method. Firstly, 

we must determine the relationship between annotation error rate and sequence-match 

annotation precision. To do this we will add annotation errors to reference sequence 

annotations at known rates, and use this to determine the relationship between precision 

and annotation error rate by means of linear regression. This will allow us to find a model 

that predicts the annotation error rate for a given precision value. Next, we must estimate 

the precision when no annotation error is present in the reference annotations. This 

precision value is referred to here as the ‘maximal precision’ because it is the highest 

precision that is possible for the sample of sequence matches. We assume that the semantic 

contribution to the precision is at its highest possible, and there is no error contribution, 

when the precision of the sample is equal to the maximal precision. Therefore, all 

differences between query and reference sequence annotations are due to differences in 

biological contexts. As any such estimate is likely to have a large impact on the final 

annotation error estimate, we will derive two independent approaches to estimating the 

maximal precision. Given that we know the basal precision of sequence-match annotations 

(the naturally occurring precision of sequence-match annotations) and the relationship 

between precision and annotation error rate, we can use the difference between the 

maximal and basal precisions to find the annotation error rate at the basal precision. This 

then is an estimate of the error rate of reference set annotations. 

 

An important assumption here is that it is possible to compare the sample of sequence-

matches used to derive the precision scores at artificially increased error rates, to the 

sample that is being used to generate a maximal precision estimate. For determination of 

precision scores we selected a sample of the total sequence-matches, where, for each query 
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sequence in the query set, a single sequence-match was chosen that had the highest 

precision score. In this sample, referred to as the ‘highest precision sample’, the semantic 

contribution to the precision must be at its greatest. It is probably a valid assumption that 

this sample also contains a representative error rate that can be used to estimate the 

annotation error rate of the entire population. 

Maximal precision estimates 
As described above, the maximal precision estimate is the maximum precision score 

possible for a sample of sequence-match annotations. When the precision is equal to the 

maximal precision estimate the semantic contribution to precision is maximised, and the 

annotation error is negligible. The importance of this estimate to the error estimation 

method cannot be overstated. The difference between precision at the naturally occurring 

error rate (basal precision) and the precision at zero error rate is used to directly estimate 

the annotation error rate via a function derived from regression coefficients. Therefore we 

have developed two independent approaches to estimating the maximal precision for a 

sample. 

 

The first maximal precision estimation method is based on a number of simplifying 

assumptions concerning the distribution of semantic and error variation. If we assume that 

sequence-matches with no matching GO terms (i.e. a precision of 0) are purely due to 

semantic variation (i.e. significant differences in the biological contexts of sequences), we 

can then assume that cases that have a non-zero precision (i.e. at least one matching GO 

term between sequences) contain some semantic and some error variation. Therefore, when 

no error is present the precision would be 1. Using these assumptions we can derive a 

maximal precision estimate such that: 

 

 

where Mp1 is the first maximal precision estimate, Nm is the number of sequence 

matches with at least one matching GO term, and N is the total number of sequence 

matches. 

 

Note that the assumptions made above are considered to be a fairly gross approximations 

of how error and semantic variation may be distributed. The assumption that all non-zero 

precision cases could have a precision of 1 if no error was present is very optimistic, and 

will result in a conservatively high maximal precision estimate. On the other hand it is 
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unlikely that cases with a precision of 0 are due only to semantic differences between 

sequences. As the error rate increases more and more sequence matches are likely to have a 

precision of 0. For these reasons another maximal precision estimate was developed that is 

based on assumptions surrounding UniProt annotated sequences. 

 

The UniProt (Camon et. al, 2004) database is widely considered to produce ‘gold standard’ 

curated sequence annotations. It is unlikely that UniProt annotations contain absolutely no 

errors, however we can make this assumption for the purposes of obtaining an estimate of 

the maximal precision. As such the alternative estimate of the maximal precision, referred 

to as Mp2, is simply the precision of cases where both sequences in the sequence match 

were annotated by UniProt. 

 

While both estimates of the maximal precision require significant simplifying assumptions 

concerning the relative weights and distributions of semantic and error variation, we might 

gain some reassurance in their reliability if they give similar results. We might expect that 

Mp1 will generally provide a higher maximal precision estimate because it assumes that 

non-zero precision cases could have a precision of 1 where no error is present. Semantic 

variation will decrease the average precision of these cases, such that an average precision 

of 1 is unlikely. Alternatively Mp2 will tend to provide a more generous estimate, as it 

presumes that UniProt sequence annotations contain absolutely no annotation error. 

Existing evidence concerning the error rate of other forms of annotation (Artamonova et. 

al., 2005) suggests that curated UniProt GO term annotations show significant amounts of 

error. Any error in these annotations will tend to artificially lower the Mp2 estimate. As 

such our two independent maximal precision estimates provide a useful range, and will in 

turn result in a range for annotation error estimates. 

Extrapolation to find annotation error rate at maximal precision 
Once the relationship between precision and annotation error rate has been found using 

linear regression it is a simple matter to rearrange the standard regression prediction 

formula to find the annotation error rate corresponding to any precision: 

 

 

where X is the artificially added annotation error rate, Y is the maximal precision 

estimate, B is the regression constant, and m is the regression slope coefficient. 
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This formula allows us to obtain the annotation error rate corresponding to a maximal 

precision estimate, given that we have already determined the values of regression 

coefficients. The annotation error rate (X) will be the error rate difference between the 

natural error rate (i.e. when the artificially added error rate is 0) and the annotation error 

rate corresponding to the maximal precision value. As a result the annotation rate estimate 

is: 

 
where the annotation error rate estimate, E, is the absolute of value of X, where X 

is the artificially added annotation error rate. 

 

Experimentation 
The aims of this study were to estimate the annotation error rate of curated GO term 

sequence annotations and to determine the impact on error rate of using sequence 

similarity based annotation approaches. To accomplish this, annotations were assigned to 

two groups based on their associated evidence code. All annotations that had been assigned 

the evidence codes “Inferred by Curator” (IC), “Inferred from Direct Assay” (ID), 

“Inferred from Expression Pattern” (IEP), “Inferred from Genetic Interaction” (IGI), 

“Inferred from Mutant Phenotype” (IMP), “Inferred from Physical Interaction” (IPI), 

“Non-traceable Author Statement” (NAS), “No biological Data available” (ND), “Inferred 

from Reviewed Computational Analysis” (RCA), “Traceable Author Statement” (TAS), 

and “Not Recorded” (NR) were assigned to the “non-ISS annotations” group. All 

annotations that had been assigned the “Inferred by Sequence Similarity” (ISS) evidence 

code were assigned to the “ISS annotations” group 

Query and Reference Sequence Sets 
In all cases we utilised a reference set of sequences and used BLAST to find similar 

sequences to a set of query sequences. All query sets were the complete sample of 

sequences that had non-ISS annotations associated (N = 59,251 sequences), and their 

annotations that were considered to be ‘correct’ for the purposes of precision scores, were 

their associated non-ISS annotations (N = 182,828 annotations). 

 

In the case of estimating the annotation error rate of non-ISS annotations, 10-fold cross-

validation was used. The entire query set was randomly broken into 10 equal sized groups. 

Each group was assigned to a query group, and the remaining 9 were assigned to a 

reference group. For example, the first cross validation group was assigned to query group 
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1, and was used as query sequences against a BLAST reference database consisting of 

cross-validation groups 2-10. The mean from all cross-validation groups was used as an 

estimate of the overall non-ISS annotation error rate estimate. 

 

When estimating the annotation error rate of ISS annotations, the reference set is the set of 

sequences that only had ISS annotations (N = 54,551 sequences). This simplification 

allows the entire query set of non-ISS annotations and sequences to be used at one time. 

The reference set annotations are made up of ISS annotations only (N = 135,477 

annotations). In this case we are comparing non-ISS sequence annotations against ISS 

sequence annotations. 

BLAST for Sequence Similarity 
Formatdb was employed to create a BLAST custom database for each reference sequence 

set. The NCBI blastp application (Altschul et al 1997) was used to find all similar 

sequences above an expectation value threshold for each query and reference set. In all 

cases the expectation cut-off value was set to 1e-10. BLAST output was parsed and inserted 

into a MySQL database for further analysis. 1,536,168 and 1,685,408 matching reference 

sequences were found for the non-ISS and ISS annotation error rate estimation experiments 

respectively. 

Highest Precision Sample 
Each query sequence had a potentially large number of matching reference sequences 

identified (approximately 26 for non-ISS error estimation, and 28 for ISS error estimation). 

SQL queries were written to extract the highest precision sample for each experiment. This 

involved assigning a precision to each query-reference sequence match according to the 

number of term annotations they had in common versus the number that had been assigned 

to the query sequence. Then, for each query sequence the query-reference sequence match 

with the highest precision was selected for inclusion into the highest precision sample. This 

resulted in 59,251 sequence matches selected for the later error insertion experiment. 

Maximal Precision Estimates 
The maximal precision estimates were determined for each group of BLAST results using 

SQL queries of the MySQL database. Select statements were written to find the number of 

sequence matches with at least one matching GO term (Nm), and the total number of 

sequence matches for each group (N). The values were then used to calculate Mp1.  Mp2 

values were found with use of a select statement that found the average precision of GO 
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term annotations where both the query and reference sequences were annotated by UniProt 

or UniProtKB. These estimates were retained for later use with regression coefficients. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Insertion of annotation errors: Errors were randomly inserted into 
reference set annotations at a fixed error rate. The precision of reference set 
annotations for predicting the annotations of query sequences was determined, and 
the average precision at that error rate was recorded. This process was repeated 100 
times for a given error rate value, after which the error rate was incremented. This 
process continued until data was obtained for artificially increased error rates of 
between 2% and 40%. 

 

Insertion of Annotation Errors 
In order to determine the relationship between precision and annotation error rate for each 

highest precision sample, annotation errors were inserted into the reference set GO term 

annotations at known rates. A Java application was written that determined the precision 

for highest precision sample sequence annotations at known annotation error rates (fig 9). 

Briefly, this application acted in the following way: 1) Two arguments specified which 

annotation table to use (e.g. a table that contained a copy of all non-ISS annotations that 

belonged to reference sequences in the highest precision sample), and which BLAST result 

table to use (e.g. the BLAST result table for non-ISS annotation estimation cross-validation 

group 2). The application entered a loop where multiple iterations of the following 

procedure were undertaken: An error-prone copy of the annotation table was created by 
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randomly changing GO term ids to an error code at a fixed rate. Subsequently the precision 

of the highest precision sample sequence annotations was calculated. This loop was 

executed 100 times, after which the error rate was increased. The error rate was examined 

between 2% and 40%, at 2% intervals, which resulted in 20 cases, and a total of 20,000 

iterations. Non-ISS annotation error estimation involved 10 cross-validation groups that 

were treated independently, while ISS annotation error required only 1 large group. The 

Java application wrote output data to a MySQL database over the course of the run, which 

was later exported to a text file and imported into SPSS for statistical analysis. 

 

Results 

Table 3. Maximal precision estimates, regression coefficients and annotation 
error rate estimates by experiment type. 

Experiment type 

Maximal 
precision 
estimatesa 

Regression 
coefficientsb 

Annotation 
Error 
Estimates % *c 

 M p1 M  p2 B m E1 E2 
Non-ISS annotation error       
  Cross-validation group 1 0.882 0.841 0.760 -0.710 17 11 
  Cross-validation group 2 0.880 0.849 0.756 -0.703 18 13 
  Cross-validation group 3 0.885 0.845 0.767 -0.712 17 11 
  Cross-validation group 4 0.882 0.855 0.757 -0.704 18 14 
  Cross-validation group 5 0.886 0.836 0.757 -0.699 19 11 
  Cross-validation group 6 0.876 0.850 0.749 -0.698 18 15 
  Cross-validation group 7 0.891 0.867 0.768 -0.717 17 14 
  Cross-validation group 8 0.884 0.864 0.758 -0.709 18 15 
  Cross-validation group 9 0.885 0.873 0.760 -0.710 18 16 
  Cross-validation group 10 0.873 0.833 0.748 -0.697 18 12 
       
ISS annotation error 0.442 0.443 0.305 -0.282 49 49 

* E1 and E2 denote the annotation error estimate for Mp1 and Mp2 respectively. 
 

Estimation of maximal precision scores 
Maximal precision estimates were calculated for all experiments (table 3a).  Both maximal 

precision estimates were highly similar between cross-validation groups, and have very 

similar mean values (Mp1 mean 0.882, sd 0.005; Mp2 mean 0.851, sd 0.013). As both 

maximal precision estimates were derived independently, this small degree of variation 

might be taken as an indicator of accuracy. For the ISS annotation error estimation the 

maximal precision estimates were roughly half that of the non-ISS annotation error 

estimation experiment, however, both maximal precision estimates had very similar values. 
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Lower maximal precision estimates indicate that a much larger degree of semantic 

variation exists between the query and reference set annotations for this group. 

Calculation of regression coefficients 
Data consisting of the precision of iterations at varying levels of artificially added GO term 

annotation errors were examined to determine a model for predicting precision from 

annotation error rate and vice versa. In all experiments, data showed a very high degree of 

linearity, with some gradual increase in variance as the annotation error rate increased. 

This increase was relatively small, and standardized scatterplots indicated that 

homoscedasticity (uniform variance in precision as error rate increased) was largely met. 

In all cases precision was normally distributed. Linear regression was used to determine 

the relationship between precision and annotation error for each experiment (table 3b). In 

each the linear regression was statistically significant (p < 0.001, r2 > 97.5). For the cross-

validation groups there was very little variation in regression coefficient values (Constant 

(B) mean 0.758 sd 0.006; slope (m) mean -0.706 sd 0.006). 

GO term annotation error estimates 
Regression coefficients and maximal precision estimates were used to derive annotation 

error estimates for each sample (table 3c). For non-ISS annotation error cross-validation 

groups, all have highly similar annotation error estimates (E1 mean 18%, sd 0.005; E2 mean 

13%, sd 0.017). Both ISS annotation error estimates were found to be identical (E1 49%, E2 

49%). Using the relative proportion of both types of annotation and their respective error 

rates, we estimate that the error rate of all curated GO term sequence annotations is 28% to 

30%. 

 

It should be noted that our research indicates that the expectation cut-off value of the 

BLAST match influences the error rate estimate (data not shown). Decreasing the 

expectation value cut-off resulted in an increase in the annotation error estimate. This 

appears to have occurred because, even though maximal precision and the regression 

constant coefficient (B) also decreased, there was a greater decrease in the regression slope 

coefficient (m), resulting in a greater annotation error rate at higher E-values. The E-value 

cut-off of 1e-10 was chosen for this study as it reflects the upper value that would generally 

be used by biologists when attempting to find similar sequences. As such it provides a 

generous but realistic estimate of the error rate of GO term annotations. 
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Discussion 

The method developed and utilized here to estimate the GO term annotation error rate of 

GoSeqLite sequence annotations is based on a number of assumptions. Given that a query 

sequence has been found to be similar to a reference sequence (using BLAST) and both 

have an associated list of GO term annotations, we can calculate the precision of the 

sequence-match. This precision is determined by semantic variation (i.e. biologically 

relevant differences in the context of sequences) and error variation (errors made during 

the curation of sequences). We have used a number of assumptions to pry apart the effects 

of semantic and error variation to arrive at a method of estimating the error rate of GO 

term sequence annotations 

 

The GO term annotation error rate estimates for the GoSeqLite database were found to be 

13% to 18% for curated non-ISS annotations, 49% for ISS annotations, and 28% to 30% 

for all curated annotations. Other studies that examined different forms of sequence 

annotation (e.g. protein names) have found single forms of error that have accounted for 

between 6.8% and 8% of annotation errors alone (Brenner 1999, Green and Karp 2005). 

Being only 2 to 3 times this value, a total error rate estimate of 13% to 18% for non-ISS 

annotations can be considered to be low. Furthermore, it appears that the error rate of 

curated GoSeqLite annotations as a whole compares favourably with a recently published 

estimated error rate of curated UniProt sequence annotations of 33% to 43% (Artamonova 

et al, 2005). As UniProt annotations are considered to be of a gold-standard, and their 

estimated error rate is slightly higher than that estimated for GO database curated GO term 

annotations, we might draw the conclusion that GO database annotations also are of a very 

high standard of curation. 

 

The magnification of sequence annotation errors through the use of ISS annotation 

methods has been identified as a possible major source of annotation error (Galperin and 

Koonin 1998, Gilks et al, 2002).  At first glance the GO sequence database could be used 

to examine this directly. Each ISS annotation has an associated evidence record, which in 

turn refers to a record in an external database. Sequence records also have a reference to an 

external database record. As such it is possible to indirectly find sequences that were 

related to records that were used as evidence for ISS annotations. Unfortunately there 

exists a many to many relationship between sequence and external database records, and as 

such it is not possible to identify specific sequence annotations as those used by curators as 
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evidence for ISS annotations. For this reason we were unable to directly examine the effect 

of ISS ‘error propagation’ (Gilks et. al, 2002) on annotation error rates. However, the very 

fact that ISS annotations have a far higher error rate than non-ISS annotations indicates 

that ISS annotation strategies are inherently error prone. ISS annotation methods have been 

implicated in a number of cases of significant protein name annotation errors (Brenner 

1999, Devos and Valencia 2001, Green and Karp 2005, Linial 2003). This study shows that 

ISS methods are also likely to dramatically increase the error rate of GO term annotations. 

 

As far as the authors are aware, this is the first systematic study of GO term annotation 

error. We have found that the GO sequence database has a relatively low annotation error 

rate (28% to 30%), with non-ISS annotations having a much lower annotation error rate 

than ISS annotations (13% to 18% versus 49% respectively). As ISS annotations have 

approximately a 35% higher annotation error rate they should be viewed more 

suspiciously, and used more cautiously, than non-ISS annotations. 

 

It is our recommendation that curators should only use ISS annotations after a thorough 

review. When a suitably similar sequence is found that is already annotated it would be 

prudent to examine the evidence concerning each annotation in detail to ensure that it is 

relevant in the current case. For instance, an annotated protein sequence may contain 

different protein domains to the sequence to be curated, and thus not all GO terms may be 

applicable. Because the error rate of ISS annotations is high, using sequence similarity to 

sequences as the basis for annotation, where that sequence was itself annotated based on 

sequence similarity, should be avoided. At the very least, the curator should search through 

these chains of annotations based on sequence similarity, to find the instances where 

annotations were made for other reasons, and determine whether that evidence is 

applicable to the current sequence.   

 

There is a growing number of electronic annotators that predict GO terms to sequences 

based on sequence similarity to previously GO annotated sequences (e.g. Khan et al 2003, 

Martin et al 2004, Vinayagam et al 2006). It is common practice for these annotators to use 

ISS GO term annotations for the basis of predictions. The use of ISS annotations is likely 

to dramatically increase the rate of false predictions made by these annotators. For this 

reason, designers of electronic annotators should avoid the use of ISS annotations when 

developing prediction algorithms. Users of the output of electronic annotators that use ISS 

annotations to make GO term predictions should view the results sceptically. 
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Conclusion 

We have developed a method to undertake systematic analysis of GO term annotation error 

in sequence annotation databases, and used this to estimate the GO term annotation error 

rate of the GoSeqLite sequence annotation database. We found that the overall error rate is 

28%-30%, and that GO term annotations not based on sequence similarity (non-ISS) have 

a far lower error rate than those that are, with error rates of 13%-18% and 49% 

respectively. Based on the available evidence, the overall error rate of the GoSeqLite 

database can be considered to be low. Due to the fact that the error rate of ISS annotations 

is relatively high, we recommend that curators using ISS annotated sequences as evidence 

for future annotations treat these with care to avoid propagating annotation errors. 

Furthermore, to ensure that the false prediction rate of electronic annotators is low, 

designers should avoid the use of ISS annotations when developing prediction algorithms. 

We recommend against the unquestioning use of output from electronic annotators, 

especially those that use ISS annotated sequences to make GO term predictions. 
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4 

GOSLING: a rule-based sequence annotator using BLAST 

and GO 

 

Introduction 

The growth in sequencing efforts word-wide has led to an explosion in the amount of 

sequence data available. Due to the exponentially increasing growth in sequence data, and 

the laborious nature of manual annotation, curators will probably never annotate the 

majority of this data manually. As things stand now, with little accompanying functional 

information, the majority of sequence data is of limited use to biologists. To address this 

need, a significant research effort is being made in the development of new automated 

approaches to annotating sequences with functional information. The Gene Ontology (GO, 

Ashburner et al 2000) has recently become the defacto standard for expressing the function 

of sequences. Accordingly there has been a growing interest in the development of 

electronic annotators that automatically predict GO terms for a sequence. 

 

There are many possible algorithmic approaches to assigning GO terms to a sequence. For 

instance, text mining (e.g. Xie et al 2002; Verspoor et al 2006) has commonly been 

employed to assign GO terms to sequences based on identifying protein or gene names 

associated with a sequence and then mining abstracts, text associated with figures or tables, 

or entire research articles. Protein features, such as protein domains (Hayete et al 2005) or 

predicted post-translational modifications (Jensen et al 2003), have also been used to 

predict GO terms for protein sequences. Other annotators have resorted to specialised tools 

to derive annotations for a restricted range of GO terms. For instance, software predictions 

of the cellular region that a protein sequence may associate with due to its structural 

characteristics, can be translated into a ‘cellular component’ GO term (Xie et al 2002). 

Zhou et al (2004) developed a method of predicting GO term classifications for genes with 

ontology-based pattern identification of gene expression profiles. Annotators have also 

been developed that attempt to incorporate data from multiple data sources with the aim of 

arriving at a more accurate final prediction (Xie et al 2002; Prlic et al 2004).  
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Perhaps the most commonly utilized method for predicting GO terms for a sequence is 

based on sequence similarity to previously annotated sequences. The ISS (Inferred by 

Sequence Similarity) annotation method is the most popular annotation approach 

accounting for 42% of all GO sequence database (GO Consortium 2006a) curated 

annotations. Not surprisingly, a number of electronic annotators have been developed that 

use sequence similarity based approaches to predict GO terms for sequences. GOblet 

(Hennig et al 2003) is a web-based application that allows the researcher to enter FASTA 

formatted sequence data and BLAST (Altschul et al 1997) is employed to return GO terms 

associated with similar previously annotated sequences. GOFigure (Khan et al 2003) uses 

BLAST to find sequences similar to a query sequence, and creates a minimum covering 

graph based on the GO directed acyclic graph structure. A score is assigned to all terms 

that are associated with matching sequences based on BLAST expect value, and this score 

is then assigned in a cumulative way to the ancestors of these terms, up to the lowest 

common ancestor. GOtcha (Martin et al 2004) uses BLAST to find similar previously 

annotated sequences in 7 well-characterised genomes. The terms associated with each 

matching reference sequence are returned, and the expect value of the match is used to 

score the term and all its ancestors with a cumulative score. This score is used to calculate 

an indicator of annotation correctness for each term. GOPet (Vinayagam et al 2006) finds 

similar sequences to a query sequence, searching within a large number of GO annotated 

sequence databases.  Support vector machines (Cherkassky 1998) are then employed to 

predict the validity of a term annotation based on term annotations associated with 

matching reference sequences. In total, 99 independent classifiers are needed to assign 

cases to term groups based on a number of BLAST and GO term attributes. 

 

Here we describe GOSLING (Gene Ontology Similarity Listing using Information 

Graphs), a new web-based tool for the annotation of protein sequences. Decision tree 

analysis was employed to derive a rule set for predicting the accuracy of potential term 

annotations that are associated with BLAST matched reference sequences present in the 

GO sequence database (GO Consortium 2006b). The resultant BLAST and GO term data 

were used in a scoring system that calculates a score that is an estimate of the accuracy of 

the annotation, referred to as the C-score. Since previous research indicates that ISS 

annotations are less reliable than non-ISS annotations (see Chapter 3), predictions are 

based solely on non-ISS annotations. Furthermore, as our method is rule-based it is 

comparatively fast, completing an annotation in a few seconds. The precision of the 
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predictions of our new method and a method of simply assigning GO terms to a sequence 

that were associated with its best matching BLAST hit found (Best-BLAST) were 

compared. GOSLING annotations with C-scores greater than or equal to cut-off levels of 

0.19 and 0.5 were more precise than those generated by Best-BLAST for appropriate test 

data (non-ISS annotations). GOSLING was found to be reasonably robust in terms of the 

precision of ISS annotation predictions when compared with Best-BLAST, even though 

GOSLING was not trained under these conditions. 

 

Methods 

Data source 
The 1st March 2006 release of the GOSeqLite database was downloaded (GO Consortium, 

2006c) and installed locally in a MySQL database (MySQL, 2006). This database contains 

only curated GO term annotations for protein sequences. The database architecture is such 

that GO term annotations are associated with sequences with many-to-one cardinality, with 

each annotation having an associated evidence record, that describes how the annotation 

was derived, e.g. “Inferred from Mutant Phenotype” (IMP), or “Inferred from Sequence 

Similarity” (ISS). 

Sequence similarity 
All sequences that were assigned non-ISS GO term annotations were selected for 

examination (N=59,251 sequences) as well as their associated non-ISS annotations 

(N=182,828 annotations). These were chosen because of the likelihood that non-ISS 

annotations are much more accurate than ISS annotations (see Chapter 3). 10-fold cross 

validation was used to maximise the data available. Sequences were randomly broken into 

10 equally sized groups. Each cross-validation group was used as a query set to find 

similar sequences in a reference set of sequences containing the remaining 9 cross-

validation groups. Matching sequencing were identified by the NCBI blastp application 

(Altschul et al 1997) at an expect value cut-off of 1e-10. All BLAST output data were 

parsed and stored in a local database for further examination. 

Rule generation 
For all query sequences, the five best matching reference sequences, and their associated 

non-ISS GO term annotations, were selected. This accounted for a total of 417,834 GO 
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term annotations. GO term data and BLAST result data were examined for possible 

attributes.  

 

The following attributes were included in the analysis: 

• term depth: the distance from the root of the ontology to the term in the GO 

directed acyclic graph. 

• term usage count: the number of times the term had been used in curated, non-ISS 

annotations. 

• term found before: the number of times the given term had been found associated 

with matching sequences for the given query sequence. 

• term ontology: the specific GO ontology in which the term is found, i.e., biological 

process, cellular component or molecular function. 

• evidence code: the evidence code associated with the annotation e.g. IMP. 

• BLAST expect value: the expect value associated with the BLAST sequence match. 

• BLAST score bits: the score bits value associated with the BLAST sequence match. 

• result rank exclusive: the descending order rank of the BLAST result based on 

expect value, with ties resolved by ascending order of score bits. 

• result rank inclusive: the descending order rank of the BLAST result based on 

expect value, with ties unresolved. 

 

GO term duplication among reference sequence annotations were processed such that each 

unique GO term only had a single instance, and duplicates were reflected in the ‘term 

found before’ value. Each case was considered to be a potential term annotation for the 

query sequence. As the correct set of annotations was known for each query sequence, 

each potential term annotation was also flagged as correct or incorrect. 

 

Decision tree analysis was used to construct models of how the attributes of a potential 

term annotation could be used as predictors for whether it was correct. Essentially this 

allows for a term annotation’s attributes to be used in a set of rules that classify the 

annotation as correct or incorrect. SPSS (SPSS Inc, 2004) was employed to create 

Classification and Regression Trees on a training set of 417,834 potential term annotations. 

Settings used included 10-fold cross-validation, pruning, equal misclassification costs, 

priors calculated from a training set, and a maximum depth of 8. The first model generated 

14 terminal nodes that were translated into rules. An interesting feature of this tree was that 

all cases where “result rank exclusive” was greater than 1 (i.e. were not the best matching 
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BLAST reference sequence) were considered to have a very low probability of being 

correct (10.4%). To investigate this further, another decision tree was constructed that dealt 

with cases that fell within this node. This led to 6 more rules being identified. Both 

decision trees were manually pruned, where appropriate, and merged to form a final 

decision tree (fig 10). A C-score (an indicator of the likelihood that an annotation is 

correct) was calculated for all merged terminal nodes, where the C-score was defined as 

the proportion of correct cases for that node. 

 

 

Figure 10. Merged decision tree. Diagonal squares represent decisions (Boolean 
expressions), with adjacent text specifying the condition to be met. If the condition 
evaluates to true then the left branch is taken, otherwise the right branch is taken. 
Circles represent terminal nodes, and the value within them is the C-score that is 
assigned to cases meeting conditions for a node. 
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There are a few interesting features of the merged decision tree (fig 10). Firstly, almost all 

nodes associated with the best BLAST matching sequence have a C-score greater than 0.5. 

The exception are cases with a ‘term found before’ score of 1, score-bits >= 792, and 

evidence code of ‘NR’ or ‘RCA’ (C-score = 0.31).  For nodes not associated with the best 

BLAST matching sequence (‘result rank exclusive’ > 1) a C-score greater than 0.5 required 

a ‘term usage count’ < 1288, a ‘term found before’ score > 1,  ‘score bits’ > 752, and either 

a high ‘term found before’ (> 4) or a high ‘score bits’ score (>1828). 

 

Furthermore, the decision tree has a reasonable degree of internal consistency, displaying 

several recurring themes. Nodes that require a greater ‘terms found before’ score are 

associated with higher C-scores. This is illustrated by the two nodes on the far bottom right 

of figure 10. The node to the left requires a ‘term found before’ score of 2, and the one to 

the right of this requires a score of 3, and the right node has a correspondingly higher C-

score. Also, the three nodes that have a ‘term found before’ score of 0 condition tend to 

have lower C-scores than nodes in the alternate branch. A similar point can be made 

concerning nodes with high ‘score bits’ requirements. Both of these features make intuitive 

sense: a term that appears in more results, or is associated with a better matching reference 

sequence should be more reliable. 

 

One might assume that terms that are commonly used by curators, as shown by a high 

‘term usage count’, are a more reliable prediction than those that are not. The decision tree 

tends to support this supposition in that nodes that have high ‘term usage count’ 

requirements also have high C-scores.  Lastly, evidence codes tend to play a significant 

role in the predicted quality of an annotation. Nodes in the left of the ‘result rank 

exclusive’ = 1 sub-tree tend to have a high relative C-score, indicating terms with the 

evidence code ‘ND’ (no biological data available) or ‘NAS’ (non traceable author 

statements) are more reliable as the basis of predictions than others. This seems odd; there 

are conceptually more reliable evidence codes than these (e.g. ‘TAS’, traceable author 

statement). Also, nodes requiring evidence codes ‘IPI’ (inferred from physical interaction), 

‘NR’ (not recorded), and ‘RCA’ (inferred from reviewed computational analysis) are 

assigned lower C-scores, indicating that these term annotations are less reliable as the basis 

of predictions. 

Annotator development 
An electronic annotator was developed in Java. Given a BLAST output file the annotator 

parses the contents to generate potential term annotations from the five best sequence 
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matches for each query sequence. Each potential term annotation is then scored. Scoring 

involves testing each potential term annotation to see if it meets the condition of a rule. If a 

rule condition is met then the potential term annotation is assigned the C-score associated 

with that rule.  

 

Evaluation on training data 
The electronic annotator was run using the training set cases as input.  All potential term 

annotations were identified as correct or incorrect, and each was assigned a C-score. The 

proportion of correct term annotations at each discrete value of C-score was determined 

(fig 11). A linear regression of C-score and proportion of correct term annotations was 

significant (p<0.001, r2 0.98).  We used a Best-BLAST approach to benchmark the 

accuracy of the annotator. As the name implies, this approach simply selected GO terms 

for annotation to a query sequence that was associated with the best BLAST matching 

reference sequence. This Best-BLAST approach yielded a precision of 0.51 (N=48,040 

annotations). In comparison, a precision of 0.69 was obtained when potential term 

annotations were selected for annotations that had a C-score greater than or equal to 0.5. 

 

 

Figure 11. The proportion of correct potential term annotations versus C-score for 
training set data. The strong linear relationship between these two variables 
demonstrates that C-score is a good indicator of the correctness of a term annotation.  
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Evaluation on test data 
When assessing the accuracy of function annotators it is difficult to find an unbiased 

source of test data (Martin et al, 2004); one that is independent of the training method used 

to develop the annotator and is comparable enough to be applicable. We have approached 

this problem from the point of view of running tests over a large enough sample so as to be 

statistically meaningful, while comparing our annotation method against a benchmark set 

by Best-BLAST. Others published accounts of sequence annotators have used manual 

assessment of a small sample of output by human experts (e.g. Xie et al, 2002; King et al, 

2003) however these approaches were avoided here due to their subjectivity and lack of 

repeatability. 

 

A source of annotated protein sequence data was obtained by downloading the June 27th 

2006 UniProt flat file release (UniProt Consortium, 2006). A parser was written that 

selected sequence records that had non-ISS GO term annotations. This resulted in 13,296 

manually annotated protein sequences being selected for test data. 12,913 sequences had 

significant BLAST matches. GOSLING was executed to assign a C-score to potential term 

annotations for each query protein sequence. A total of 134,609 annotations were scored. 

Term annotations receiving a C-score of 0.5 or greater were used as predictions. The 

precision of these predictions was then determined, and found to be 0.57. 

 

Next, we compared the prediction accuracy of GOSLING with Best-BLAST. To prevent 

bias introduced by sequences being present in both the UniProt and GOSeqLite databases 

sequence matches with an expect value of 0 were excluded from analysis. The side-effect 

of this is to artificially decrease the absolute precision of these methods. As such the 

precision values presented here are suitable for relative comparisons only. Potential term 

annotations with a minimum C-score value of 0.5 were selected as putative annotations. 

The resulting precision of these annotations was 0.35. This was compared to the precision 

generated by using a Best-BLAST annotation method, which was found to have a precision 

of 0.31. Based on these findings we conclude that GOSLING is able to produce 

annotations with a higher precision than Best-BLAST. 

 

An examination of the decision tree used by GOSLING (fig 10) reveals that all nodes 

associated with the best matching BLAST sequence (‘result rank exclusive = 1’) have a C-

score >=0.19. Nodes not associated with the best matching BLAST sequence only have a 

C-score above this value if they meet high ‘term found before’, ‘score bits’, or ‘term usage 
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count’ requirements. If a C-score cut-off for annotations was >=0.19 then all best matching 

BLAST sequence GO terms would be selected as putative, and only the more accurate 

annotations belonging from non-best matching BLAST sequences would be selected. An 

examination of GOSLING annotations with a C-score cut-off of 0.19 versus Best-BLAST 

found a precision of 0.40 versus 0.38 respectively, showing that GOSLING can outperform 

Best-BLAST even at low C-score cut-offs. 

 

We also wished to examine how the GOSLING annotator performed on a data set that was 

highly dissimilar to the training set, and as a result, likely to demonstrate the lower bounds 

of GOSLING’s accuracy. All ISS annotated sequences provided by UniProt were selected 

and used as input to GOSLING. 1,275 query sequences had sequence matches. GOSLING 

scored a total of 19,836 annotations. The precision of each potential term annotation was 

calculated.  In this instance using the Best-BLAST annotation method yielded a precision 

of 0.58. Using term annotations with C-score values of 0.5 and greater resulted in a 

precision of 0.53. Superficially this failure to perform better than Best-BLAST is 

disappointing, however, there are a few factors that should first be considered. The rules in 

use were generated to predict curated non-ISS annotations. The aim was to produce an 

annotator that predicted GO terms as a human expert would, and as such GOSLING output 

should be expected to be dissimilar to Best-BLAST output. Also, ISS annotations are 

likely to be much more error prone than non-ISS annotations, and this will impact on the 

applicability of rule conditions. Lastly, and most importantly, Best-BLAST is likely to 

have an artificially high capacity to correctly predict ISS annotations. This is because 

normally ISS annotations are assigned by curators using a Best-BLAST like procedure. 

Due to this it is likely that in some cases the sequences that are used as evidence for new 

ISS annotations are non-ISS annotated sequences from the GOSeqLite database. Such ISS 

annotations, under the current test conditions, will be predicted by Best-BLAST with 100% 

precision.  This artificially increases the prediction capacity of Best-BLAST, as we are 

essentially using the same method to predict the GO terms for these sequences as was used 

to assign them in the first place. On the other hand, GOSLING uses the non-ISS 

annotations in the GOSeqLite database to make predictions, but it may assign potential 

term annotations that are associated with the best matching BLAST result a C-score less 

than 0.5. As a result, it would be highly unlikely for it to outperform Best-BLAST under 

these conditions. The fact that GOSLING performs relatively well even under this 

scenario, being only slightly less precise than Best-BLAST, shows that its predictive 

accuracy is fairly robust. 
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The GOSLING web-based annotator 

The decision tree model was used as the classification algorithm for a GOSLING 

command-line application that became the core of a web-based electronic sequence 

annotator. The annotator applies a rule-based algorithm to assign GO terms to protein 

sequences. GOSLING accepts user protein sequence data as text input or as fasta file 

uploads. It then submits this protein sequence data to a high performance cluster (South 

Australian Partnership for Advanced Computing, 2006) for BLAST (Altschul et al, 1997) 

sequence matching against a custom database of non-sequence-similarity-based (non-ISS) 

annotated sequences from the GoSeqLite database. The five best sequence matches, 

determined by expect value, are used to make GO term annotation prediction. GO terms 

associated with matching reference sequences by non-ISS means, are returned from the 

GoSeqLite database, and used as potential term assignments. Each potential term 

assignment is assigned a C-score based on GO term and BLAST match attributes. The C-

score is an indicator of the likelihood that the term assignment is correct. All results are 

displayed to the user via the web interface. 

 

Discussion 

We have developed a new tool for the automatic annotation of protein sequences with GO 

terms based on BLAST and GO term data. This application, referred to as GOSLING 

(Gene Ontology Similarity Listing using Information Graphs), can be accessed online at 

https://www.sapac.edu.au/gosling. A ‘light local’ version of GOSLING can also be 

downloaded from this address.  

 

The underlying rule-base of the GOSLING annotator was developed with the use of 

decision tree analysis. The attributes of sequences matches and their GO term annotations 

were assembled into a rule-set that is able to assign a potential term annotation with a C-

score. This C-score was shown to correspond to the likelihood of a potential term 

annotation being correct on training data. We have demonstrated that it was able to out 

perform a ‘Best BLAST‘ annotation method on curated non-ISS sequence test data at C-

score cut-off values of 0.19 and 0.5. 
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Curated non-ISS annotations were used as the basis for building the GOSLING annotator 

and for making subsequent predictions. These annotations are not based on evidence from 

software or sequence similarity, but rather by direct observation by experimenters or 

accounts in the published literature. By restricting GOSLING to non-ISS annotations we 

exclude both IEA (“Inferred from Electronic Annotation”, i.e. non-curated annotations 

from software annotators) and ISS annotations. Using IEA annotations as input for 

software annotators is problematic. It is hard to assess the applicability of an IEA 

annotation because little information is provided as to why it was initially assigned. 

However, perhaps the most pressing argument against the use of IEA annotations is that 

they are widely considered to be poorer quality due to a lack of curation. ISS annotations 

are also considered to be error prone. While ISS annotation are curated, they are expected 

to have higher error rates due to the fact that errors made when annotating similar 

sequences can be propagated (Galperin and Koonin 1998, Gilks et al, 2002). This error 

propagation can occur iteratively, such that errors belonging to a single sequence 

annotation can result in widespread annotation errors if ISS annotation is frequently used 

(Gilks et al, 2002). Our research (see Chapter 3) also indicates that ISS annotations are far 

more likely to be erroneous than non-ISS annotations. For these reasons the GOSLING 

annotator utilises curated non-ISS annotations for the basis of predictions. As a result 

GOSLING might be considered to behave similarly to a curator in its treatment of 

evidence, by focusing on laboratory-derived and published evidence, and attempting to 

predict annotations in a pattern based on that found in curated non-ISS annotations. 

  

Unlike some annotators, GOSLING provides all output to the user. This is because 

applying a score cut-off to annotations reduces the number of potential term annotations 

that are accepted. This ‘filtering-effect’ will result in an increase in the probability that any 

given query sequence will not have any GO terms predicted. By providing all output to the 

user we leave it up to them to decide whether they wish to use GOSLING as a step in a 

curatorial or electronic annotation project. When used by curators GOSLING output can be 

treated as an indicator of GO term reliability. These terms can then be reviewed and lower 

scoring options preferred if appropriate. 

 

In an electronic annotation project, GOSLING output can simply be parsed and high C-

score potential term annotations selected as term assignments for sequences. We have 

demonstrated the effectiveness of automatically annotating sequences with potential term 

annotations at two C-score cut-off levels, 0.19 and 0.5. In both cases GOSLING 
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outperformed Best-BLAST. We recommend a C-score cut-off of 0.5 for potential term 

annotations when high quality annotations are needed at the expense of verbosity. A C-

score minimum cut-off value of 0.19 can be used when output similar to Best-BLAST is 

wanted, with the addition of high scoring annotations from other significant sequence 

matches. Because of its speed, being able to make predictions in a matter of seconds, 

GOSLING is ideally suited for high throughput electronic annotation projects. 
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5 

Conclusion 

Bioinformatics today is facing an information crisis. There is an exponentially increasing 

body of biological sequence data, the vast bulk of which has no or very limited functional 

information. Without annotations to place these sequences in a biological context this 

sequence data is less useful to biologists than it otherwise would be. For this reason, there 

is a need to develop automated approaches to deducing the biological functions of 

sequences. 

 

A number of software annotators have been developed to date. Unfortunately most of these 

have very limited evidence as to their accuracy. In order to justify their use, a new software 

annotator should be benchmarked against some currently used standard approach, and 

against alternative designs. In chapter 2 we examined how accuracy benchmarking could 

be used in a decision-making process evaluating competing designs of biological function 

predictors. Given an unannotated sequence we use the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, 

BLAST, to find similar sequences that have already been assigned GO terms by curators. 

A number of GO term prediction algorithms were developed that utilise terms associated 

with the best five matching sequences. The accuracies of these algorithms were compared 

against a benchmark method of simply using terms associated with the best BLAST-

matched sequence (Best BLAST approach). We conclude that competing designs of 

BLAST-based GO term annotators can be effectively compared using an accuracy 

benchmarking approach. This accuracy benchmarking allowed a direct comparison of the 

annotation algorithms. The covering graph algorithm described performs poorly, except 

where the term assignment rate is high. A term distance concordance algorithm has a 

similar accuracy to the Best BLAST approach, demonstrating lower precision but higher 

recall. However, a discriminant function algorithm had higher precision and recall than the 

Best BLAST approach and all other methods evaluated. This algorithm was developed 

using a data mining methodology. As such we recommend that designers of term 

annotators utilise accuracy benchmarking and data mining to ensure newly developed 

annotators are of high quality.  
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In several published accounts of newly developed software annotators authors have 

described an accuracy evaluation method that allows for a term annotation to be considered 

correct if the predicted term was within some tree distance (number of edges) of the correct 

GO term. We examined the impact that this might have on the validity of the accuracy 

metric. It was found that the precision and recall of estimates increased rapidly as the 

amount of distance permitted between a predicted term and a correct term assignment 

increases. Allowing term predictions to be counted correct if closely related to a correct 

term decreases the reliability of the accuracy score. From this it was concluded that a term 

prediction could only be considered correct if it was equal to the correct term, and not a 

close neighbour. 

 

All software annotators that base their predictions on existing annotations are reliant on the 

underlying quality of these annotations. The error rate of a set of annotations used by a 

software annotator to make inferences will determine the accuracy of its predictions. Most 

published accounts of software annotations avoid non-curated annotations for this reason.  

However, as far as the author is aware, there are no published estimates of the error rates of 

curated GO annotations. In chapter 3 we describe research undertaken to address this lack 

of information. We have developed a new method of estimating the error rate of curated 

sequence annotations, and applied this to the Gene Ontology (GO) sequence database 

(GOSeqLite). This method involved artificially adding errors to sequence annotations at 

known rates, and used regression to model the impact on the precision of annotations based 

on BLAST matched sequences. Utilising this model we were able to estimate the error rate 

of curated GO sequence annotations as between 28% and 30%. Annotations made without 

use of sequence similarity based methods (non-ISS) had an estimated error rate of between 

13% and 18%. Annotations made with the use of sequence similarity methodology (ISS) 

had an estimated error rate of 49%. We conclude that while the overall error rate is 

reasonably low, it would be prudent to treat all ISS annotations with caution. Electronic 

annotators that use ISS annotations as the basis of predictions are likely to have higher 

false prediction rates, and for this reason designers of these systems should consider 

avoiding ISS annotations where possible. Electronic annotators that use ISS annotations to 

make predictions should be viewed sceptically. We recommend that curators thoroughly 

review ISS annotations before accepting them as valid. Overall, users of curated sequence 

annotations from the GO database should feel assured that they are using a comparatively 

high quality source of information. 
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The more accurate predictive methods proposed here were developed through the use of 

data mining methodologies. Data mining allows us to build a predictive model where GO 

terms are assigned to sequences based on a number of attributes. Using these models we 

were then able to make new predictions based on existing data. However, these models 

were trained on a specific population of input data. As such, these models assume that, for 

cases that are to be predicted, the associations and patterns present in the training data hold 

true.  This assumption might be considered conservative if high quality annotations came 

from a large and random sample of all proteins in all species. This is not the case. Most 

high quality annotations (i.e. non-ISS) are associated with sequences from model species 

such as Human, Mouse, Rat, Arabidopsis, Drosophila and Zebrafish. Therefore, it is an 

assumption to consider that a sequence from non-model species will have GO terms 

accurately predicted by an electronic annotator. It is also worth noting, that research 

associated with any given species is likely to be skewed in terms of the questions 

examined, the research published, and so, the GO terms associated with sequences from 

these species. For instance, we might expect that most sequences associated with Homo 

sapiens are assigned GO terms derived from medical research, while those associated with 

rice will be agricultural in nature. Consequently, it is quite possible that GO terms 

associated with a sequences are simply not relevant or reasonable given the species of 

origin of the query sequence for which a prediction is made. It is our recommendation that 

the output of all electronic annotators, not just those represented here, are thoroughly 

reviewed under such conditions. 

 

At this point we have determined that a data-mining approach might be successful, that any 

new annotator should be benchmarked against a Best BLAST approach, and that ISS 

annotations have a much higher error rate than non-ISS annotations. Chapter 4 discusses 

the development of a new automated sequence annotator named GOSLING, Gene 

Ontology Similarity Listing using Information Graphs, based on the principles discovered 

during research described in previous chapters. GOSLING uses a decision tree derived rule 

set to make predictions. It bases predictions only on curated sequence annotations not 

inferred from sequence similarity (i.e. curated non-ISS annotations) as these are likely to 

be the least error prone. GOSLING predicts the function of novel protein sequence data, 

assigning GO terms to sequences with a corresponding C-score. A C-score is an indicator 

of the likelihood that a term assignment is correct. We compared GOSLING scored term 

annotations against simply using a Best BLAST annotation strategy. Potential term 

annotations receiving a C-score of 0.5 or greater were more precise than term annotations 
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assigned by a Best BLAST approach. Those receiving a C-score of 0.19 or greater also out 

performed Best BLAST, essentially by annotating sequences in a similar way to Best-

BLAST and including high probability predictions from sequence matches that received 

lower similarity scores. Due to the fact that GOSLING uses a relatively small number of 

rules GOSLING is comparatively fast, enabling it to make predictions in a matter of 

seconds. This makes it ideal for high throughput analysis. GOSLING is online and 

available for public use at https://www.sapac.edu.au/gosling. A locally installable version 

can also be downloaded from that address. 

 

Recently, Queiroz et. al (2006) described a process of predicting GO terms for genes based 

on BLAST and microarray expression data. As part of this they defined a term, BLAST 

Attachment Value, or BAV, that describes the degree of nucleotide variation present in 

genes that are annotated with a specific GO term. This was used in conjunction with 

microarray expression data to make GO term annotation predictions for specific genes. 

While expression data falls outside the scope of the research presented here, a BAV-like 

approach could be used in the method of protein sequence GO term prediction presented in 

Chapter 4. BAV scores could be obtained for each GO term and protein present in the 

GOSeqLite database by pair-wise BLAST similarity searches. This then provides a 

measure of the degree of amino acid variation present for each GO term. A GO term’s 

BAV score could then be treated as a threshold value. When a query protein is to be 

annotated with a GO term, the term’s BAV score could then be recalculated. If the BAV 

score increases above the current value then the putative prediction could be rejected. 

Generally, this is similar to the manner in which the Term Covariance Filter was used as a 

post-prediction filter (see Chapter 1). Future research could focus on the impact on the 

precision and recall of predictions that use a BAV-style post-prediction filter. 

 

The next stages in developing the research presented in this thesis would be to focus on 

issues surrounding annotator development, sequence function prediction and application 

evaluation. As opposed to basing predictions on BLAST input alone, it would be possible 

to design an annotator that was able to use the output from a diverse range of 

bioinformatics applications (e.g. InterProScan) and databases (e.g. KEGG). A decision tree 

approach might again prove suitable in being able to generate a rule-set that could be 

applied to cases to classify them to GO term categories. The issue of whether or not 

annotators are more accurate when basing predictions on multiple sources of evidence 
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could be addressed by using information retrieval accuracy metrics in a similar way to the 

material presented in Chapter 2. 

 

We have presented a novel approach to estimating the annotation error rates of sequence 

databases (Chapter 3). This approach required a number of assumptions to be made, upon 

which the plausibility of the final error rate estimates is dependant. It is important, if this 

approach is to gain acceptance, that its estimates are somehow benchmarked against other 

annotation error rate estimation methodologies. As a first step towards this end, the 

estimation method detailed here could be applied to the same set of SwissProt database 

annotations used by Artamonova et. al (2005), and the annotation error estimates compared 

to those they have stated previously. Some measure of independent verification would be 

obtained if both approaches arrive at similar annotation error rates. 

 

GOSLING (Chapter 4) is an application that can be used to rapidly assign protein 

sequences to GO term categories, as a way of annotating sequences with functional 

information. There are a number of published accounts of other similar applications 

including GOPet, GOBlet, GOtcha and GOFigure. It would be useful if GOSLING was 

benchmarked against these applications both in terms of prediction speed and accuracy to 

determine its utility as an annotator. If it can be established that GOSLING either 

outperforms these applications in terms of annotation accuracy, or that it provides rapid 

annotations with moderate accuracies compared to other tools, it may prove popular with 

researchers. 
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Appendix A 

List of Publications 

1. Jones CE, Baumann U, Brown AL. 2005. Automated methods of predicting the 
function of biological sequences using GO and BLAST. BMC Bioinformatics 
6:272. 

2. Jones CE, Brown AL, Baumann U. 2006. Estimating the annotation error rate of 
curated GO database sequence annotations. BMC Bioinformatics. Submitted. 
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